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CANTON, ~IE., THUitSDAY, lVIAY28, '85.
I

-One
of the patrons oL\1r. 1<.ines'
bakery
wagon
bought a half loaf of
bread :Monday,
and u µon cutting it
--:o:-Canton ~oint.
\Ve should call
Entered at Canton, ::Ile., Posto!lke as Second found a silver dime.
Class Mail l\fatter.
that shortning-un
the baker.
Ou1· school commenced last week, :Yfon-Never
buy an article of a travelday, under the instruction of l\Iiss E'vn
E. N. CARVER, EDITOR & PROP'R.
ing salesman y"ou know nothing about, l\fcCollister, one of onr own district scholwhcn the same thing may be had of ar, .... We are pleased to report that l';oryour villa 6 e merchant.
His reputaham l\L Park, after a.long struggle, has
tion is at stake.and you have a chance obtainerl his pension, amounting to some
for redress if deceived,
while in the $520 in back pay, at $2 per month ..... .
The TELEPHONE
may always be found for sale at former case there is no remedy
if e\·- 1Isaac A. Ellis has sold his chestnut mare
the ne,vs stand of C. 0. J--loll, C~mlon, and this ofer so badly cheated.
"Gipse\· ~1een," to Mr. Young of Abingfice, at 4 cts. per copy.
-The
iron on the Junction
rail- ton, ~Iass., for $300. Hope there will be
-Houses
to rent by I. A. Ellis. road at Olrl Orchard is bemg taken no "going back'' on this repo1-t. ... An adSee adv.
up.
It is loaded on push cars and vance portion of Cal Turner's drive pass-Apple
trees show signs of a full -~ill he taken to the. sta~ion on ~he e<l this place Wednesday morning, to clear
blooming.
Eastern rorid, where 1t will be ship- the jams from the rip, ••.•.. Mrs. Oscar
j\;f
.
ped to its destination.
J\fr. L. L. Childs is making a visit to her former
.-1
rs. Emma 0. Hmes has a card Lincoln,
man~IO'er ot the Rumford
horn'.!, Farmington, K. 1:-l.-H.
tlrn,week.
F a IIs &B 11ckfi'"'11
•
1e ( roac,l supermtendCanton Mt.
-Mrs.
Brett has been <Yraclino-and ed its remo\·al.
Farmers :u·e bu,;y putting in seed; not
" so <ld'mg " aroun d I1er cottage.
"'
"'
e regret
that a discmsion
much corn planted yet ...... Grass winter
-~fr.
vVm. ~cGibbon
of Lewisshould arise
hetween
two of c,ur killed in some localities; otherwise lookton, was in town Wednesday.
young buseness
men, in which so ing well. Fruit trees have wintered wdl
much personal
feelinc! is exhi'.1ited. an<l cherry and pomegranate,
are in
-C.
L. Hutchinson
and E. Har- HaYing giYen each party an opporbloom. Every thing seems f\wakening
low have set trees about their homes.
tunity to"explain"in
our colum1,s,wc
from its long slumber an<l springing into
-Perch
and hornpouts
are now hope we shall not be further
called life and usefulness ...... Silas Wright has
caught q11ite plentifully
in the pond.
upon for sp,1ce to prolong
ihe con- sold his black three-year-old colt, by Harry
tcntiou which can be11efit no one.
Knox, to Charles Gray, for $120 ...... ',Y.
-Hutchinson
and
Russell
are
-The
Rumford
Falls ;rnd Buck- W. ('oolidge has hired the Ripley Coolgrading in front of their residence and
field railroad has purchased
230 tons idge farm of Leonard Parsons, for one
setting trees.
of rails that ha\·e been in use one sea- year ... It is quite sickly al.>out the place.
-Hodge
Post G. A. R. will have son at Old Orchar<l, and will replace
Mrs. E. H. Morse continues to fail. Mrs_.
new uniform suits to wear at the Na- some of the old iron between HartW.W. Coolidge is quite sick with lung
tional encampment.
ford and Bartlett
bridge.
The com- trouble. :Mrs. A. L. Ludden is also on
pany will also soon receive 400 tons the sick list-bad cold with :tffections of
-Let
there be a general
observance of Memorial
Dav in our vicini- of new steel rails to be laid between
the lungs. Mrs. Orville Wal ton, ·who has
Buckfield and Hebron.
ty.
Honor the loyal ·dead.
been sick some time is improving. \Valton
-The
Canton Driving- Association
& Babb have sold the Frost farm to B. C.
-P.
Hodge a11d E. R. Oldham
evening,
Waite.-N.
H. C.
have set a number of trees on the will elect officers l\1onday
June r, -at 7.30, at the Horse
Breedstreet near their resi<lences.
Ea~-t
Di~;;·f!y1<1.
ers' M 1nthlv ( fficc.
A foil atkud,
Farmers in this dcinity hard at work
. -A,
S. Hathaway
has set a long ance is n:qL;estcd .1s other important
lme of elms acrosf
his lot, on the business will come before the Asso- putting in their crops .... Gid Buttc ..ficld
street opposite his residence.
ciation.
A proposition is under con- arrived at his father's, '.\Ir. Fred ButterIle finds
sideration
for completing
the track field's, tonight, from Kansas.
-~fiss
Flora Mitchell
began her
and opening it ,,·itli races on July 4th, his youngest child, an infant of three
first term of teaching,
in the Stubbs
in connection
with a o-rand \'.elehra- months, dead, and two other children sick,
district, Hartford,
on Monday.
tion.
Let there he a ·'generous
and but getting better. All have had that
-A.
Packard has bandied quite a
Mr. Butterdecisive response in favor of m:1king dreadful disease, pneumonia.
quantity
of phosphate
this sprino-.
field had been gone only a few weeks....
a celebration
worthy of our town.
He is now retailing
the third c:r
Rev. F. Starbird has laid the foundation
-The
reform meeting at the Bapload.
and got the sills laid for his new house,
tist church Sunday, wa8 earnest and
-A line of willows has been set enthusiastic,
although not largely at- ell and stable .... Jud~ing by the smell of
on both sides of Pleasant
street, extended.
We are glad to note that the dressing used by Mr. Albion Hall on
tending half a mile or so above the the number of faithful worke1s in the his corn field he ought to raise a good
village.
reform meetings is increasing,
whib crop .... The friends of Mr. Wm. Butter-For
program t0 be observed on perhaps
the hour of hold111g the field are looking for himself and wife from
Memorial
Day, see general orders is- meetings does not accommodate
the Mass. in a few days-E. B.
sued by Post
Commander
N. L. masses of indiflere11t people.
How
East Rumford.
Meands.
foJTibly is the fact illustrated
by our
thinly attended temperance
meetings,
Seed time is here again, and how busy
-Mrs.
Nathan
Reynolds
has an
that the majority
of people slumber
we all are ..•• A. J. Knight has a one horse
ivy 3? feet long, presented to her by while the foe lurks about their door, corn planter, and mal,es a short job planther sister, Mrs. \,Vm. McGibbon
of
and when the serpent has bitten one ing his corn. F. P. Putnam planted 2
Lewiston.
of their loved ones they wake up and acres of his corn with it in a few hours ••
. -H.
B~rgess has gone to Phil- cry, '·Oh, \vhy don't those temper.... C. K. Cary of Boston is stopping a
lips to v1s1t his daughter:Mrs.
Fran!c ance
people
put a stop to such while withhisfather .... Rumorsareagain
E. \Valke_r. ~he carnage shop 1s things?"
vVhat will b-:! your reflec- afloat about the Rumford Falls enterprise.
closed dunng l11s absence.
tions, dear reader, when your son or \Ve are still waiting developments ..••••
-Eben
Harlow
bas moved back your daughter 1s lost, and you have Cal Turner's big drive was brought to a
to his stand in this village, and Hen- I not so much as warned them? you stand still last Thursday night, by the iogs
ry Keene has moved into the tene-1 have not done what you could to save jamming across the river below the Knapp
ment over the Mitchell shop.
th~m ; you have even sneered at the pitch. Daniel Frost started post ha,te to
eftorts put forth by honest tempt;rinform Turner of the jam, Friday morn,
-Mrs.
Aruna Beals of Gilbertville,
anc~ people in their behalf.
who was with the rear of the drive near
fell down stairs Tuesday even in()' and
-The
meeting Friday evening un- IIanoYer. Before IO A. M. Turner with
dislocated her right wrist.
Dr. °C.A.
der the auspices
of the Rural
Im- two boats and fifteen men went pa&t my
Coolidge adjusted the fracture.
provement
Association
was well at- place, on the double quii:k. That is dis-A Baptist church was organized
tended, and much interest manifested.
patching business. I understand the jam
at South Paris Tu<·sday of last week,
Dr. A. L. Stanwood was called upon is of consideraMe magnitude and will renumbering
31 members,
mostly from to preside, and did so very acceptably
quire a number of days to break it. They
Paris
Hill church,
with two from to all present.
Rev . .l\1r. Ventres op- have constructed a boom to place across
Canton.
ened
the discussion
by timely and the river just above t.he falls.•• ••. R. D.
forcible
remarks
on the elevating
Wyman lost a valuable cow last week ....
-Towle's
orchestra
will furnish
mu'iic for a ball at Britton's
Mills, moral influence of all that tends to Thos. Welch has returned from Rolfe's
Thursday
evening, May 28th, given beautify, improve or make more at- poplar drive .... Mrs. Cynthia Ackley has
gone to Rangely Lake House again this
by Lee Strickland
Camp,
Sons of tractive ou~ homes and sun·?undings.
Rev. M_r. 1 wort f~~lowed with a clear season .... Miss L. F. Ackley has gone to
Veterans.
and logical defi111t1on of ho me and s. Paris to assist Miss Dean in her mil• fl
d ti · b
·
1
-Never
send a cent or a dollar to h
ome 111
an f • I 1cir l 'Id
eanngsh I linerJ' business.-C1nps.
I uences,
h
an unknown concern that advertises
1
1
to give you fiv~ in return.
No busi- ~~~~1 t;i~cJ\i~:~~~~ : 11~ eth~ ~ 0
East Sumner.
11:
ness can prosper on that basis, and and consequently
upon society ai 1d
Our community wa,; suddenly startled
most concerns
that advertise to do the government
of State and Nation.
on Thursday last by the intelligence that
such things are frauds.
Remarks
highly encouraging
to the the wife of Mr. Elias A. Tucker died very
and commendatory
of the suddenly being in usual health until just
-Special
meeting
of the reform Association
already
accomplished,
were before her death. Mr. Tucker,upon com-I
club at the Free Baptist church next work
Hayford,
ing into the house just past noon, noticed
Sunday at 3.30 P. M.
The special made by Messrs Bradford,
·
•
Moore,
S
wasey,Packard,
Ellis,Garnher changed appearance an d immediately
,subject for discussion will be the "ciTen names were summoned a physician, but she died beder question."
In view of the in- mon, and Gibbs.
The fore hb arrival. Heart trouble was the
creased sale and use of cider and oth- added to the list of members.
supposed cause. Mrs. Tucker was a fine,
er light drinks in our village in a few prospects of_ the society are flattering,
est1·mable
,voman, and not only her hus1nonths past, noticeable
among the a 11d the sentiment in its f:avor. beyond
the most sanguine hopes of its warmband but the entire neighborhood mourn
small boys, it is time the question
est frienus.
her demise. Age 61 years .... Col. A. T.
was agitated.

I

-,v

!:

I

I

~!

i

M_org~n, special pensi_on exan,_i1:e1:from
East Peru.
\\·ashrngton, has b,·en 111the v1r:rn1ty on I JI. A. Bemis of Peru, has moved on a
invesLigation .... A lbcrt D. Park and wife . large farm 3 miles below Turner Village.
ofl\fo~dco, have been Yi,i:ing friends i_,t He will be much mi$sed in this ,,icinity as
East Sumner. ),frs. Park is to teach th1s I a vcrv good neighbor ........
It seems as
summer in Mexico ...... \Valier· l\Iarston I' though the R. R. fever is on wheels again.
has "skipped'. ag,1in-this time from lien- It goes and come,, like the old woman's
ry A. Young's.
Henry offers a reward of soap. Tall hats :.nd linen dickeys parade
one dollar for his return, dead or ali,-e.and the ,trects quite frequently, but no morf'
is not particular as to \\hich condition...
signs of R. R. than ro years ago ..... It
.... Your reporter i.s making an effort to seems as though this place is as early and
obtaiii the name, of all deceased soldiers as forward as an v of these cold northern
climates. P!antlng has just begun--exburied in Sumner, fur record. Any infor- cepting gardens .... Irving Deane ha., kt
mation will be thankful I:,- recei,·ed ......
his farm to Mr. Ernest Oldham of Liverl\'Iemonal services on Saturday P. l\I. at more, for 3 years or 5. The writings read:
'·let my farm to E. Oldham, ancl he is to
W. Sumner.
A good atte1,dance desired. have all he can rnise and he pays the taxes
.... Citizens of West Sumner and vicinity for 3 years. Deane keeps all buildings in
exhibit commendable zeal and loyalty on good repair, but Mr. Oldham pays taxes
Irving won't get rich,
Memorial days, ant' there will doubtless and in,urancc.
probably ...... Apple trees are blossomed
be a large attendance there on Saturday around here, and all kinds of garden vegto take part in exercise, appropriate to the etables up ........
W. II. Conant is going
occasion. Judge Geo. A. Wilrnn will de- through insolvency ...... R. Griffith has
for sale-$2.50-weigh
from 23 to 30
liver the add res,, and \\'est Paris band will pigs
lbs., 4 weeh, 4 <lays old-good pig,- hard
furnish good music as they have for years to beat. Ile ha~ s left at this writing ....
past. Sumner Las a clean record and will Wash Irish is very low, by being blood
not tarnish it by any unloyal acts .......
. poisoned with ivy a number of years ago.
.... Clint Childs has hired out for the seaCapt. Lewis Bisbee now of Auburn, has son with Farnum Austin, Will Irish wor~s
been up to visit old friends. Ile is look- for Edgar 11:. [Ioward, and Lou Oldham
ing finely and is as genial and happ_y as for Rufos Griffith .... Frank Kidder is in
the sweet corn planting all over. Frank
ever.-SLOCC:M.
has some very nice colts of -ill kinds an<l
ages. Ile is a stirring young man .... S.
Hartford.
Schoo Is are in order throughout
the F. Irish has set out some nice shade trees
around his residence. A good plan ....
town. Dist. Xo. r, l\Iiss Theda Robin- Thomas Farr and wife attend the soldier's
son, teacher; Ko. z is taught by Miss Flo- reunion at Portland this season. as he i~
ra Newell; ~o. 3 by Miss Julia )Ianwell; one of 16 living, of his regimen't that enNo. 4 b_yMiss Flora Mitchell; No. 6,Mrs. listed.-W. L. J.
Purkis, No. 7, Miss Lovey )lerrill: No. 9
West Peru.
by Miss Flora Staples; No. 12 by FranTired of waiting (we suppose) one of the
celia Stetson; No. 13 by Miss Martha applicants for office in this town has rnO\"Sampson; No. 15 by Miss :.1.IcllicBarrell; ed out. ..... It requfres skill to navigate a
ferry boat through the floating lumber for
No. 16 by Miss Em Lucas .... Mis., Wilma the past few days on the Andro.;coggin.
'.\1axim and Miss Lam-ic Ricker are teach- .... Babb & Gowell are putting in a sollct
ing in Sumner .... l\fa,ter Johnnie .Vidbur foundation for thto new meeting house ....
Sonic of 01.u· 11eoplt:: arc hav~ng r.. .-.l:gt'tt
is quite sick; his mother, Mr,. f!erbert run
of railroad fever .... Farmers a re doingHaines, is with him at the home of his their level be.,t ........ e1 rsses G. McIntire
grandparents ...... :_I.Ir.John \Vyman has has bargained for, arnt (s carrying on C.
decided to remain at his old stand .... The \V. Mcintire's farm .... Me&srs. Peavev &
Lunt are very feeble ........
Mrs. Betsey
road machine has arrh ed, and we know Knight. an aged and highly esteemed laof several places we should like to see re- dy of this town died of pneumonia on
She had been long a resident
paired at once. The roads are in very bad Thursday.
here, and by her genial, kindly and useful
d
coll ition.-H.
'.\I.
life, had endeared herself to a large circle
who mourn her loss a.s ofan own mother.
Hebron Academy.
She was buried from the meeting house
There are more students in attendance on Sunday, Rev. W. J. Twort officiating.
this term than ever before in summer,with -1:-l.S.M.
two exceptions.
The graduating
class
Rumford Falls.
numbers fourteen and members of the
It
is
now
an open secret than,Valdo Pet:
classes of d6 and 87 are .sufficiently eotlrntengill, Esq., who has been quietly pur~iastic to be present. Miss Mayo is the chasing the real estate about Rumford
only assistant ~eacher, and is very success- Falls, has been working in the interests of
ful in her work. Iler botany class num- Messrs. Chisholm & Brown of Porthlnd.
bers 17 m--:rnbers. Parts ha\'e been as- The property is now in such shape as to
warrant laying out of definite plans for
signed the senior class as follows: Yale- improvements, and an engineer commencdidory, Frank E. Hanscom; Salutatory, e<l making surveys last week preparator_y
Rosa L. Pratt; Class Poet, Roscoe S. Kid- to making plans for canals.
der; 1:-listory,KellieJ.DeCoster;Prophecy,'
~
MEMORIAL DAY.
Alice C. Merrill. Arrangements .are being made for commencement, and as the
HeadquartersHodge Post, Ko, 71, G. A. R. I
class of 'S5 take high rank in scholarship,
CAKTON,
May 27, 1885. i
[General
Orders, No. 1.]
a fine entertainment may be anticipated .. The attention
of Comrades is called to tht: followMusic will be furnished by Prof. Whitney ing exercises \\·hich will be carried ont 011 j\femonal
Day, ;\fay .10th, 1SS5:
of Boston, and probably the concert wilr
1-Comrade
Trask will decorate the gr;.1.vcs at
be the best ever before given in thi~ place. East Pt::ru.

I

-B.

Livermore.
A very large congregation at the Universalist church Sunday to hear the tvfemorial sermon. Text, [>s. 80-9, 9. The
Post was out in good numbers, also the
Sons of Veterans.
Memorial services at
N. Turner at IO A. 1\.1. Dinner at the hotel for 25 ce11ts. Live,more brass band
gives the music. They play well .......
.
Philip Williams is very sick and has been
for two months.
He is in a ,·ery bad condition.-ZEKE.

2-Comra.de 0. R. Stetson, at Head of Pond.
3-Comrade Ki::lder, at the Parsons Cemetery an<l
l Iartfonl Ccntr~.
..
4-Comra<l~ Shackley, at Adkins Cemetery.
5-Comradc
L. 0. Virgin, at Dunn Cemetery.
All the Comrades ,vho can will meet at G. A. R.
Hall at S o'clock A. M. sharp, and proceed in teams
to Pinc Grove Cemetery, where they will decorate.
tht: graves; then ride to Canton Point and assist in
decoroting fsl"..LVC~ at the Cemetery there. Returning, will meet at IIaJl at 12 :\ii. sharp, prou~ed to
Free .Bapti~t church where ~1eroorial services will
be held and an oration delivered by Rev, ,v. J.
Twort.
.An invitation is oordially extended to the citizens
in this and adjoining- towns to join with and assist
the Comrades in the sCrvices at the ditTereut Ceme•
ttrit:s.
B v command of
~- L. MEAl\"'DS, Commander.
W. H. II. "\VASHBURN. A<ljt.

Mexico.
Sewell Goff, Esq., lost a valuable Jersey
cow May 12 by getting cast on to her back
between two rocks in the p.asture .... Mr.
Goff has made a clean drive out of Swift
river .... May 18th Staples' drive i;; hung
up at Kimball Falls for want of water.
T~e~e has bee_n b_ut 4 o'.· 5 d~ys of good
dnvmg . on Swift nver
this spnng........
.
There 1s a large Jam of logs across the
Androscoggin at the lower pitch of Rumford Falls-some 2 or 3 million feet. There
was a large jam of logs at the same place
many years ago, of old growth pine that
was ver_v large. It was burned up and
rotted where it laid in the jam ..•. Abel
Farrington, Fernande Richards, and Corneal \Vhitman, 'are losing lot of lambs by
tiox d ogs, or some O th er amma
• I • some
say there is a bob cat that kills them.CoR.

I

1''.larried.
Dixfield-Mav
17, by Rev. David Allen-.,
.l\.'Ir. William Rollins and Miss Edit1', Ad,
ams, both of Dixfield.
Died.
Phillips-May

21, Che~ter A. only son
2
L. Walker, aged
E ast S umner-i, "f ay 21, t'ne w1.tie o f El.
, ias
A. Tucker, aged 6i years.
Ea~t Pern-Mav 2 ,, Be~sey Knight,aged
82 years.
•
,
--- -----Monday night, at the residence of Capt.
Edward 1. ~1errill, Rev. John Allen (bet~
ter known as "Camp-gieeting
John Allen") officiated at the marriage of Col.
Kemple, of West Virginia, with Miss ~e!lie F. Goodwin, one of Farmington's
he!le-s. and
'.fhe the
bride's
many wider
frie nd scircle
in thin
is
county,
Colonel's
the State and nation have nothing but
congratulaHons to offer.

I;!;~;n:nkd ~- 1~~~tt~.die

OF

llerat.
SCIENTIFIC SCR!PS.
THE PEONS
MEXICO.bladed hoe with which he chops down
The eyes of the civilized world ar~
soap weed a.nd ties it up into bundles
now directed to Central Asia. Within.I
A horse has been known to live to Continuous
Drudgery
is
the
of hay for his burro.
Leaping
from a Dollar
a Day
the last ten years the Russian armies! ;he age of 62 years.
Life
that
they
Lead.
to Great
Wealth.
ha~e ~ver-run the vast plateau from;
Swans have been know~ to l~ve to
A Visit to an Africm King.
We determined first to go and pay
which issued the Aryan race, the same • the age of 300, and Cuvier thmks it
!'he Incident that Made • an Easy-Going
Doing the Tuayiug in the Cities and ActMankoroane, the Chief or King of the
mighty breed of men which has from· \Jrobable that whales sometimes live
Yankee Hand a Man of Prominence.
ing as Pack Mulesin the Country.
tribe, a visit, whose place we found
time to time repeatadly conquered the l,000 years.
without difficulty-a
common large
rest of the world. A study of IanIn a small tannery at Grass Valley
"Halst,:m," a writer in the New
A newspaper correspondent who has hut, made of mud plastered together
guage has proved that the Hindoo and 1ays a San Francisco paper, the leaves
York Times says: They tell a good the European have come from one· ind bark of the manzanita tree are sue- been studying the social condition of with brush wood and weeds, and coarseMexico, writes:
story in the furniture trade of how
ly thatched on the roof.
The eavee
common stock, whose birthplace to-day ~essfully used to make leather. The
Josiah Partridge rose to fortune and is controlled by the forces of tee Cza,. :annery is experimenting on native
·when Cortez had conquered, he di- projected over the walls about three
vided up and parceled out the land to feet, so that a veranda was formed
won the thousands of dollars that give From its base on the Caspian Sea the ::.arks and trees.
his captains and followers, and of around the hut. The entrance was
nim so com_;picuousa place in business Russian armies have marched steadily
Horses having extra toes on the in- course the land took with it every
in New York. Mr. Partridge was, to southward, until now its outposts are
through a yard which surrounded the
ner
side of the fore feet are occasionally single thing, both brute and human,
all appearances, an unsophisticated,
hut, with a wall of brushwood seven
within striking distance of Herat. ;net with in South America, accordand the drudging natives to this day feet high. There was only one dooreasy going Yankee wi~h no special This is one of the most important plaambition or purpose in life till he was ces on the map of the world. It was mg to Dr. 11'.reng, who sugge st s th at are called peons. This peonage is the w~y, into which we entered on a
'3omewhere between 30 and 40 years of contended ·for by the mighty armies long ahey may be the remnant of an old worst form of slavery, because the smooth yard of red clay.
age. At that time the Heywarlls, of before the beginning of recorded histo- native race of horses which escaped master has no property representing
Here, with their backs to the wall,
dollars and cents in the peon, and sat some men, proba!Jly the King'l1
Gardner, Mass., were the practical con- ry. This is shown by its defensive uotice of the early settlers.
The signal officer on the summit of hence cares but little whether he lives bodyguard. They were all more or
trollers of the chair business in New works which are ot great extent and
fike's
Peak says the highest velocity or dies, and if he dies his place can less dressed, having trousers patched
England, as they had been the trade's magnitude, but of the construction of
If a with every conceivable color and matepioneers. Among their hands at Gard- which no record has come down to us. Jf the wind ever recorded there was readily be filled with another.
ner was Josiah Partridge, or 'Siah as When various waves of Aryan inva- 110 miles per h0ur, when the instru- poor Mexican gets in debt he becomes rial, same with hats, others old Govthey all called him.' Ile was a hard sion moved southward, I-Ierat was first ments broke and cord wood began a peon and must work it out, and he ernment helmets. Tbe inside of the
worker, temperate, steady, and mar- seized, as it was the key to the mili- pying uown the mountain. The guide may rest assured that he is not very hut was line:i with grny clay bearing
ried. His wages amounted possibly to tary possession of Inclia. Should it :1.ddsthat seventy-five miles per hour likely to get out of debt so as to gain quaint figures anLl devices.
his liberty. The word peon is applied
Opposite the door ancl close to the
as much as a round dollar a day. The fall into the hands of Russia, that would lift a mule out of the trail.
Oak seasoned by steam at high pres- to all the lower class of laboring Mexi- insidt: wall lay a man on a couch with
change in his life came about in a sud- event would mark the beginning of the
den, not to say a very funny sort of a end of British rule over Hindostan. mre is deteriorated. The outside of cans. They are the bearers of burdens, a folded up shawl under his head. Ile
had on a red flannel shirt, blue coat,
way. He had been barking a lot of )Yea'i: as she is in a military sense the timber appears sound, but the and the pack mules of the country.
They do the drayini? in the cities very old cord trousers, and boots with
logs in the factory yard at Gardner all compared with other nations, Great middle is reduced to a condition of
~
He was the
through an intensely hot July morn- Britain would risk a war with any prown charcoal. Beams subjected to and the drudgery in the country, and cloth tops, but no socks.
ing. Along about noon he threw down other power against heavy odds rath- ;;uch treatment are concave on their it is wonderful how great a load they Ki-ng. At his head sat anotner per'.lis adze and leisurely perched himself er than allow Herat to come into pos- sides, while those seasoned by simple ' will carry and the hardships they will son, the Queen, sitting like a tailor,
in the shade of a frienuly elm close be- session of the Muscovite. The war exposure to the air have somewhat endure. One day I saw a large double naked to her waist. She had a quanfivehun- tity of beads round her neck, of differ,
3ide the scene of his labor. There, bath- may be postponed, but come it will, .::onvex sides. Unseasoned oak timber sofa, that must have weighed
~
dreu pounds, come trotting up the ent colors, from which hung charms
ed in a smile of satisfaction, he was for Herat is of vital importance to Kept in a dry room at 150 Fahrenheit
discovered by one of his employers, Russia from a trade point of view. loses 2S per cent, of its weight in four street. I stoopeu do Kn and looked and such useful articles as keys. The
under it, and there wa8 a crumpled up King was sound asleep, but the Queen
who -it may have lJeen the heat that That city is now the gateway through :lays.
A curious observation has been peon with that great sofa on his and attendants were wide awake.
'llade him unnaturally impetuous of which pours the commerce of Great
British made by Dr. Copeland, an English back, trotting along as if he was in a Hound against the wall sat his two
13peech-!iercely began to preach upon Britain with Central Asia.
Then two
the contemptible meanness of eye-ser- goods worth thirty million dollars are astronomer. While w'atching one of hurry to get it to its destination and Princesses, or daughters.
Not one of them took
vice. "V{hat do you suppose we are ann~ally distributed to those parts of , ~upiter's sat~llites he was able to see then see if he couldn't find something men smoking.
.foing, paying you for loafing, Josiah the Asiatic continent now under the 11 ~t pass over its own shadow on the heavier to carry. I heard of one at the slightest notice of us.
At last I addressed the Queen, and
Partridge.?" was tile petulen c demand. dominion of Russia. This great trade planet. For this to have happened, Lenlo who could carry two bales of
"Man and boy," retorted Partrid 6 e, the Mmcovite authorities would like I the sun, the earth, the satellites, and cotton on his back at once, and finally wished her all the compliments of the
the part of Jupiter's disc occulted, he made a bet that he could carry season. All then began to talk except
"I've worll:ed for your folks faithfully, to secure for their own manufacturers.
three bales at once, but three were too the King, who was still asleep.
To
Mr. Heyward, and if you get into such Hence every consideration of power must have been all in one straight
a passion for resting a bit on such a and i:nteres'G impels Russia to obtain line, and, as seen from .Jupiter, the many for him, and in the attempt to keep them company I took up the choblazing day as this, why, you'll do it possession of the gateway to the In- earth must have appeared making a carry them he fell, antl the cotton fell rus of an old song. They seemed deon him and brolrn his neck. They will lighted at thi3, so I gave it them
when I'm not around." Day after day dies. The country about Herat too is transit across the sun.
Considering the number of met':)oric compete with mule labor and beat it again, laughing violently all the time,
passed and still Josiah Partridge put exceedingly fertile, and would support
In erecting telegraph my friend imploring me to keep quiet
in no appearance at the Gardner shop. an army of a hundred thousand men. stones which reach the e:i.rth's sur- every time.
face, it would not be surprising if and telephone lines t111,ywill pack the lest l should wake the King and incur
He had sat himself down and reasoned -Dmnore 8t•s Monthly.
many lives had been destroyed by i heavy poles across the country, antl do his wrath; but he did not awake. \Ve
out the secret of a new stride in sucThe Church of Englaml.
thern. It is stated that loss of life it cheaper than it can be done with then offered the Queen cigarettes, and
cessful chairma!dng. When he fixed
Tihe wealth o.E the church of Eng- resulted from a large fall in Africa;
mules. The southern haE cf the Mex- the Princesses and the two men. The
upon his plau he went quietly to the
lan~
ill
worldly,
not
spiritual,
gooclil
i1:'
that
aboP
.'ht:',
year
10:!0
·many
persons
ican Central railroad, over 600 miles, nearest Princess chewed her cigarette.
bank and drew out his savings, just
$500. After that he wa~ seen no more just now receiving considerable atten- and animals were killetl; that in 1511, was all graded by peons packing the After sitting mo3t 0f an hour we got
np to go, and I nearly fell over a black
in Gardner. One year later some of tion, but speculation has not much about five o'clock one evening, a priest dirt in sacks.
They would dig it up with a hoe baby lying on the 1:ioor, which yelled
the firms that had been struggling in upou which to base itself, for the rea- was struck and killed; and that still
competition with the we;ilttiy Hey- son that Il') one knows precis!lly what later, in 1650, a monk was killed. and scrape it into an old gunny sack and woke the King.
Up he jumped
wards began to receive letters from a- its income is, except the two Archbish- But these, according to Mr. Jas. R. and pactt it on their backs to the place and greeted us most warmly, shaking
The company had hands and asking for "bacco" and also
way up in the Vermont woods. These ops, and they, probably wisely, keer: Gregory, seem tu be the only in1Jtances where needed.
missives stated in effect that the ex- the knowledge securely to themselves. recorded of death from falling rue&e- shipped 5000 wheelbarrows to the City "shillin."
of Mexico, with which to do the gradpense or ffoating rafts of logs down to Some of the most valuable property in vrites. ========
I gave him a cigarette, which he
ing, but the peons would not touch forth with lit up, imploring me to give
the Massachtuetts factories, as was England belongs to the church, which
The llai•IJer's Si!l.e of It.
them.
They said that a saclc was him a shllling. I took out my purse
then the universal custom, with the has held it ever since it was taken
"You hear a gre:tt deal of talk about '
stripping off of the barlc, drying and away from the Roman Catholics by being too talkative," said a l'ittsbnrgll
lighter than a wheelbarrow, and hence and turned it upside down, and out
sawing and planing, etc., might be clone II nry the VlII. and bestowed upon barber, "but let me tell you tllat the that it was easier to pack the dirt in dropped a piece of money, for which
away with, and that one Josial1 Part- the newly created Bistops to make
,
. ,
the sacks than to wheel it in the tar- the Princesses, the Queen and court· f It
':rh A hb. h
l!arber who doesn t talk 1sn t any good.
ridge could send down frames already t! 1eir ea Y sure.
e
re, 1s ops .
. ,_
.
row. The wages paid the peons range iers scrambled. One of the Princesses
• t
f
E
I He um t popular
with the trade and
for finishing, guaranteeing that in one or Can t er b ury, th e prnna e o a11 ,ng.
,
from six to 36 cents a day. Before secured it and held it up, laughing.
l 1 h
•
f :r"
1 anu he doesn t make a good workman.
car he could pile up "more of these _anc,
~s. an annua 1 mcome o '"• 000. , I You see, a man cornea in and he gets the advent of railroads their wages We then left, saying •·GooLl-by."frame pieces than a river full of bi!l'
m atld1Lion. to Lamueth
Palace,
his : 1n
. t o th e c 11a1r,
.
from six to 15 cents a day, but Lond on Truth.
0
~
.
,
an d t h e ,.uar b ercommen- rancred
logs cotild ever be turned intJ" after London or city residence. :rhe Arch- 1
h .
.
.
.
railroad buildina bas increased the deces s avmO' h1rn without saym(J' a
b
.
Facts About Loudon.
their tedious and costly voya 0"'e to the lnshops of. York, the primate of Eng. ,.uem2:
.
b
d I mand for their work and also mcrea.seu
.
wor d. Thoe man who 1s
shave·
Bay State. Trials were ma·Je, .rosiah's land rec•~1ves
$50,000
a
year,
besides
,
h
.
t
.
k
b
t
~
.
their
wa""es.
Generally
they
have
to
About
3,000 horses die each week.
0
.
as not 1nn{)'
o thrn a ou except himO
offers acceJ>ted, and before the Hey- two .residences
and
a
large
household
of
•
•
•
board
and
find
themselves,
but
on
About
129,000 paupers infest the
,,
.
~
.
self and he 1mmedratelv becrms
to
.
0
wards had their eyes fairly oi)enell ri- officials. I he tithes of some of the other
. '
•
farms and ranches they are paid small city.
kick about the razor. It J1Ulls and
.
.
.
.
val firms about them were turnin{)' Bishops are: London,$50,000; Durham,
d h t h" f
d
th'
·t
wages and given small rat10ns ol black
About. 11,000 police keep good order.
0 1
18 ace, an no i_ng _sm 13 beans or corn.
·
<!!3'>
000·
Wi'nchester
$3c.
000
]?ly
an_
ur
s
·nr11ere
laJ·ior·
1·s
so
About 120,000 foreigners Ii vein tho
out goods at prices t'1at were amazing. .., '•
,
• . "•
; f ' d, 111111, and he goes away d1ssat1sfied
" t
.
.
,..
'Ih 1
Then thev too turned toward the for- $27
• ,500; an d B ath , L mco 1n, 0 x or ,
. h th h
db b
N
, c1leap tnne 1s no OuJee •
e arge city.
•
sa11s
-•
., "'V
t
~ e OOO wit
e s op an
ar er.
ow one
est 3 to set up saw mills, but Josiah
oury, an'-' • orces ,er, ,p'2<>,
f h
d .
d t· 11 t-· b· _ cathedral at Ch1hauhau( Che-wan-wau)
About 10,000 strangers enter the
h
Th
.
h
f.,
_,
d
o
t
ose
goo
-n,iture
,
a
rns1ve
ar I
b ·it 'th
b
d ·t •
111
Partridge had his grip well fixed by eac •
e 1315 ep O oouon an .n an,
was . u1 WI
poor 1a or, an J IS city each day.
~ ,~s
"ti
tl u
d
bers would take that same man and 1 .d h t ·t t k 200
t , • ·t
About 9,000 new houses are erected
this time, and t:1at paltry $000 which Wt lv 1rn ne1 1er cu 1er ra 1 or ean, commence talkinrr
olitics and the sa1 t a I oo . ,> years o_uu111
c I ;
a couple of years Lefore had represent- gets $10,000 a year for doing nothing.
.h
h
r° P d th 1 . that no scaffoldmg or derricks were annually.
ed aiJout all hi~ wealth in the world -Paris American RcgiSter.
weat er, t e po ice an
e s rntmg nsed but as the walls were raised
About 700,000 cats enliven the
rink to him, and there would never be
'
. d
d
,
.
h
earth was carr1e anc1 pac 1,e
up moon-light nignts.
1
had developed into big proportions.
the slightest kick. ~, o sir; t e barber against it, making an inclined plane
n..bnkc<l with a Pun.
About 2,000 clergymen hold forth
He had no Jack of capital now; rich
It is not often that a pun can be could use his oldest, dullest, and rusti- all around it, and to keep the walls
every Sunday.
men, captured by his originality and transferred from one language to an- est razor an.cl the man would never
About 620 churches give comfort tc;:
pluck, wanted to join him. He com- other, but an anecdote of Tal:erand, think of complaining, and when the from crushing in, the building was
bined; his company went into manu- that most astute and most unscrupu- barber would finish combing his hair filled inside with earth, and when the the faithful.
About 125 persons are added to th{l
facturing chairs out and out, and the lous of French diplomatists, is even by telling him that he had hair just church was completed it took the
peons 15 years to pack the earth out population daily.
fortune grew. Ile came to New York, better in English than in French.
like Abe Lincoln or Charles Sumner, of and away from around the building.
About 28 miles of new streets ar~
and to lool, at the rich old fellow now
One day an ullicar came late to din- he'd get up and give him a cigar and They do not take kindly or quickly tu
laid
out each year.
you would never imagine that he was ner at Talleraad's. His apology was go off feeling good natured, and swear
modern
labor-saving
methods.
I
saw
About
500,000 dwellings shelter the
getting half as much fun ont of his an impertinent one. He said he had thht was the best shop in the city.several of them ono day unloading population of London.
thousancts as he probably got out of Leen detained by a pequin-t,he offen- Pittsbiirgh Dispatch.
barrels of salt, or some other heavy
that gniet snooze that was so sudden- sive slang which solLliers applied to a
Makit1g the nest of It.
A
f!neH
Town.
commodity, from a wagon at a station.
ly interrupted on that July day so long civilian.
Dr.
Hough,
bisbop of Wo-rcester,wag
A visitor to the the queer little town The platform of the station was just
ago.
Talleranr1, who w:>.s, of course, a
of five hundred souls and a hundred j as high as the bottom of the wagon, the most amialJle of prelates. He had
pequin, and who knew what the word
The Infan:llc :Hatch-lUaker.
houses, standig on stilts on either l but instead of backing the wagon up a very curious barometer which cost
meant, ·1ske!l:
side of a narrow and deE";pnatural I to 1he platform they left it about a two hundred guineas; and one day a
"Good evening, Tommy. Is your
"Ah, 1\lr. Officer, what is pequin ?"
canal at the month of the 1\lis- rod away, and, getting a gang plank, young man called on him at the palace.
sister Clarissa at home?''
\Ve term pequm any one who is not
sissippi, says that the men sit on their rolled the barrels clown onto the In placing a chair for the visitor the
"Yes, sir; she's out in the kitchen military," replied the ollicer.
doorsteps ;;,nd bring down wild fowl grunntl and then from the ground up footma!l knocked down the barometer
popping corn for you."
"Ah, yes," m □ singly replied •'.l'alleIt is an and smashed it to atoms. The young
"Popping corn for me? Why how rancl: "just as we term military any wilh their guns. Tlie allig:1tor pad- the plank onto the platform.
very thoughtful! I like pop-corn very cne who is not civil."-La Petit Jour- dies leisurely up the main street, protec- old saying that a :Mexican climbs for man was covered "·ith confusion at
tell by htw uecause the muskrat, one , water, digs for wood and makes hay l>eing the innocent cansEl of such an
much."
nal.
of his articles of lliet, was becoming a with a hoe, and it is literally true, for accident; but the Bishop, with a pleas"Yes, sir. She said she was going
SomewlJere in the "Gnited Statos or nuisance by burrowing in the levee!l. ' he climbs up into the mountain and ant smile, said, •·Don't mention it,
to put a pan of pnp-corn nn<ler yO'llr
These sluggish and good-humored pets brings his water in ditches down tu pray. The weather has been very dry
nose, and if you didn't take the hint Canada, Science says, an earthquake
occurs once in evrry twelve days, ex- opan their immense muuths sometimes, the plains; he get11 his ,mod by dig- for !\ long time. and perh11p:i we shall
she'd givP-you the shake."
Something besides corn was popped clusive of the lig-hter tremors that do and look yearningly for a d~ad cat or ging roots out of the grou·nd, which he have S(•me rain now. I never saw the
Times.
burns, and he has a heavy, broad- barometer so low." -Lonaon
not make an impression on ob3erTers. dog, or some like delicacy.-Picayune.
that evening.-Mail
end Express.

A RAPIDRISE IN FORTUNE
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BILL NYE STUDIESSTARS.•
The

Astronomical
Observations
or a Humorist.

HeRummages Around Among the Heavens in Sea.rch of Brani New Stars.

Paid in llis o,m Coin.
William Hosea Ballou narrates in tho
Chicago Saturday Eunin.g Herald
the following romantic story: In the
northern limits of the city of New
York is a colassal apartment house,
whose spacious flats are occupied by
many wealthy people. In one of these
large and roomy suits resides a widow,
whose twenty-five millions certainly
entitled her to recognition in the heralrZ list of the lady millionaires of the
metropolis, receritly published. Dearer to her than her vast possession i3 a
lovely daughter, gifted with all the
wrnlth of refinement, graces and culture that study, trayel and contact can
be~tow. Not many years ago, a Russian noble was appointed to an important diplomatic mission to Washington. He met the fair American, then
just budding into womanhood, and a
case of love at first sight transpired.
In the first bliss of courtship the noble
followed the travels of the family
around the world, exhibiting his deep
devotion before the gaze of all nations.
Far up in the Alps, the widow received an alarmin.; dispatch
from
New Yorlc, disclosing a theft by her
agent, his flight, and her possible poverty. The Russian
was consulted,
Instead of offering advice and assistance, he congealed into Russian frigidity.
"I think," he said to his lady love,
"that as your status has not continued
as I found it, we had better part."
The lady did not reply. She turned
her back upon him.
The widowed lady and her daughter hastened to America, found affairs
in a mixed condition, but easy of repair. They spent six months in the
,vest, looking aft.er their estates, and
as much more time in the East repair•
ing their for tunes, so that, in one year's
time all of this former glory was restored. Not long thereafter his Russian highness was sent to this country,
as Envoy Extraordinary.
Ile paused
in New York to rest before proceeding to ,vashington, and met a cousin
of his former love.
••By the way," said the cousin,
"speaking of the way shattered fortunes
are repaired in America, there is the
case of a member of our family, Mrs.X:.
She had much cf her property stolen
and the rest left in a bad condition,
but in one year's time she has caught
and punished the thief, recovered all
her possessions, and is now better off
than ever."
"Wh2re do they reside," asked the
suddenly interested noble.
"At the Y flats. But why do yoa
ask?"
"Oh I am going there to tell the
American girl I w 11 marry her at
once."
That evening, an elegant coach drove
into the rotunda of the Y flats. .A.
gentleman in evening court dress, decorated in me_::alsand ribbons denoting
his many orders, ascended the elevator
immediately following a card bearing
the title: "Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary to the United States of America."
:Miss X was seated alone in the
drawing room. To the eager I-tussian
she had never worn such loveliness.
such stately demeanor. She arose as
he bowed to the floor and endeavored
to kiss her hand. He f€11 on his knees
and caught the hem of her skirts.
"Forgive me, my dear," he implored,
"I "•as not aware of the remarkable
changes in the American life. Be my
adored wife and you shall never again
have cause to doubt me."
She regarded him coldly a moment
and then turned her hack towanl him,
as upon a previous occasion. "l tltink,"
she saiu, adopting his own language,
•that since your status has not continufd as I found it, we had better
part."

The

Common

Enemy.

LADIES!

THISPLASTEil

In order to make bend way against the common enemy, Disease, it is necessary to oppose
him with persistence. It very frequently hnppens that a rPmedy perfectly adequate to tho

i !1~~·~:;.r::~uzr.~~!~~r~
~

ba.ck, tlw sent or ail pain.

f-

neoe~sities of the case, if persisted in, is Qond~mned and thrown nside because n few doses

FOlt

ALL

of it do not cure a malady. How unreasonable
and nnjust would such a jud~ment be rc~11rdino- Ilostettcr's Slointtclt Bitters, one ot the .
m~st popnhir and highly sanctioned medicines [
of the dny, a potent invig-ol-ant, and an invari-1
ahly suceesstnl ren~edy_ for ?Onsti!iution, dys-

s-

PROMPi
AND
RELIABLE.
Endorsed by

I.nn!t 'l'roubles, wbetber
)ocaJ or deeply seated this
p\n._..ter will be ronnd
to
1
1
fi~;Tn I~~at~c~~fie ~ho':i\':
der bittdes.

Physicians,

It quickly
induces
the Liver
to healthy
action,
removing
the
ca.uses
that
produce
Bilious He acl a.che,Dysp epsia., Piles, &c.

SHARP

For lt.idney Trouble,

Rhcuma.tism.
Ne11ralgla,
Pain lU the Side and n11.ck
Ache, they are a certain

"\Veare told tc.at there has been no
pepsia, liver compla1nt, 1~c_ip1ent r~1eumA.t1sm,
and speed}• cure.
perceptible growth or decay in the
ncurnlo·ia and gout. in:wt1v1t_t nnd weakness of
By
the
use
of
PAINS.
Sold by DrUKglsrs !or 2/j
the
ki<lnPys
and
bladder,
n
nd
!or
the
infirmiHUNT'S
R-ElYIEDY
star business since man began to roam
cents,
or
five
tor
$1.
ties incident to the decline of life. No fact is
the Stoma.ch
and Bowels will regain
)failed on receipt
of
around through space, in his mind,and
better est, blished than the above, yi,t in order
their strength,
and the bloc d will be
i-:::1'i::}-'3e°n~~~
to
experience
its
truth,
those
afHicted
with
make figures on the barn door with
perfectly
purified.
A.;en~!... ~OStOE,..:.
obstinate fo,·ms of disease should give this bered chalk, showing the celestial time
nianant curutive a patient 1rinl. If they do,
Pertinent Facts for All.
It cures l!"ema.le complaints
and~
th;y may rely upon ,lecisive curat.ive results.
table.
its use monthly
sickness
is rendered
An Augnsta ·(Ga.) Eight, the other day, wa.s a earl
No serious accidents have occurred
painless,
A natural ice cave, according to the drawn by two tame alligators.
.Alta California, exists thirty miles They are sold on their merits. Thr,t thfl:y cure La.me
in the starry heavens since I began to
It is purely vegetable.
am1 meets a
east of Fall River Vall~y, Cal, in the Back. Stitches; Pleurisy, Ki1ney Arfections Sore want
observe and study their habits. Not a
never before
furnished
to the
Mount Shasta region. There are huge Chest Crick Rheuma-ti~ln and strengthen the pa.rte public, and the utmost relfance
ma;y
~tar has waxed, not a star has waned
is
am~ly
pro;en
by
the
testimony
of
thous1nds.
Ask
columns of ice, chambers of ice, and
be placed in it.
for
a. Hop Porous Plaster. 25c.
to my knowledge. Not a planet has
ice hanaino- from the ceiling like blades
RELIABLE WORDS.
Beason-cracked or shown any of the inof poli;hed steel, forming a picture of Wind puffs up empt,- bladders; opinion, fools.grandeur. The residents of the vnl- Socrates.
jurious effects of our rigorous climate.
"He who lives after nature shall never be poor."
ley haul their summer's supply of ice Huw is your back r Does it a.che? To all who sufNot a star has ripened prematurely or
A Clor1ryman.
fer from B.'.lckache, Rheumati3m,. Neuralgia, S\vollen
from the cave.
Rev. Charles Pike, of Wuterl ury. Co::in., says·
fallen off the trees.
'£he varnish on
Joints, or 1\-fuscke, Lame Side or Hip, Crick,W1enches,
''I contracted
a weakness
of the kidney8, wbicb
ICidnev 'rroubles, Ssi"' tica or soreness in any part, the
"Ron~h
on Jtch."
was made worse by drinking water in the different
the very oldest stars I find on close
·'Rough on Itch" cures humoril, eruptions,
Hop rlaster is otfere1 as a certa.in cure. 'fhe virtues
places where I resided.
I suffered severely.
I
ring-worm, tctter, salt 1·heum, frosted. feet, of fresh Ilovs with Pitch a.nd Gums. A. wonderful
pc.rchased a bottle of HUNT'S [Kidney and Llver)
and critical examination to be in
RKMEUY, with the guarantee that it would Uelp me_
chilblains.
!trengthen~ng Por'-.JusPlaster. 25c., or 6 for $1, any
splendid condition.
They will all no
as it afterward did."
-----------dealer or by maiJ. Insist on having it.
Hop Ph.stex
People Going
~Vo?Otc.
doubt wear as long as we need them,
Co.,
339
Wa.shinf,rton
St.,
Boston~
1'1ass.
"In an orderly house, all is soon ready.
Seeking homes, llealbh, mvest.mcnts, employment or rocreutio11, ~.an obtn._in maps,
and wink on long after we have ceased
Last yea.r $8$7,000 worth of chewing gum was sold in
A Grateful
Ln,ly.
descriptive prnnphlets 3:nd.mformat10n ab.out be United States.
"This ia to ceniry that l have u,ed Hm1T's [Kidto wink back.
cost of ticlrnt,, bv mail, freo, upon applicao.ey and LiverJ REllEDY for the kidneys and other
tion t-0 J. W. Morse, General Passenger Agent
The household remedy. Hop Porow Plast~rs for
troubles with very sat,sfactor; rcsul:s, and would
In 1866 there appeared suddenly in
Union Pacifi~ H.uilw.iy, Omalm, Nebraska.
,ecommend the ~a.meto tho.se attHctell as I waa.
Aches. Strai:Js,
Pains,
Bruises,
S~itcbes. Crick,
Gratefullyt Mrs. D. 1''. I'eck, Ansonia, Ct.."
State where you saw this item and whether Lameness or Sol'eness in any part. :Magic in action..
the northern crown a star of about the
you wish t.o go to Kansas. Nebraska, Colo- 15c.
third magnitude and worth at least
''Out of debt out ot danger."
1·ado, Wyoming, U~ah, Idaho, M~ntan';l-, Or&Sheep placed on Ke;y West Islaud lose their wool iD
gon, Washington, Nevada or_£~1forma.
$250. lt was generally concedeu. by
Illy Wife's lllotl:e·.
the second year,
Mr. Charles W. Morrls, l!Jagle vllice, Pittsfield,
"Rough
on .Piles.,.,
astronomers that this was a brand new
Mass., writes :-1Iy
wife's moLbcr ball bern in a
So
unlike
all
others,
aft.er
using
the
IIop
Porom
Plas:
Cnrcs Piles or Hemorrhoids, ltching. Protrudvery precorious co.ntlition with drops_.,, or Bright.Ii
star that had never been used, but uping, Bleeding, Internal or other. Iuternul and it,- you wi1l have no other kin·L They a.re clean. neat,
disease or 1he kidi1eys.
IluNT'e [Kidney
and
an,y
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Savages Eating Serpents.

1.'HE CONQUEJ?'l~ l)F BARRIOS.

Prob0ibly the most important uae to
which serpents are put by man, the
world over, is as food-repngnant
as that
idea seems to a civilized palate.
Rev.
J. L. Krape writes of the Do~ers, ?f
East Africa, that thP.y l!3t thetr nails
grow as long as those of the vultures,
E>xplaining that they are used "in digging for ants, and in tearing to pieces
the !lerpente, which they devour raw. In
the far east and Polynesia, such meat
has always been an article of diet, the
Andamanese, for instance, liking the sea
snakes, although refusing terrestrial
species. The Karens, of Burmah, and
South Australians offer further instances,
while this kind of food has long been
accepted by the poorer classes of China.
In the Americas-North,
t:iouth, and
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,
AT THE
Central-most
of the native races eat
serpent flesh-some
from a ceremonial
wav like the Mexicans and Californians;
and 'many to fight famine during per_iods
of scarcity. The rattlesnake especially
h!ts been an article of food from one side
AT LOWEST CASH PRICES.
of the continent to the other; but this is
partly owing to the superstitious regard
aborigines of the United States had
POSTERS,HANDBILLS,PROGRAMS,CIRCULARS,
ENVELOPES,the
(and have) for the striking
reptile,
coupled with the notion which belongs
LETTERHEADS, NOTE HEADS,STATEMENTS,
BILL
to most primitive men, that one's mind
HEADS,TAX RECEIPTS,BLANKNOTES,
and temperament are influenced by the
moral qualities of what is assimilated
into the blood, a noliou that lies at the
Printed to Order with Accuracy and 1.Veatness, at Short Notice.
foundation of nearly all cannibalism.
The cunning spitefulness and certainty
of the rattlesnake seem desirable virtues
mmHlR PRICES,ORESTl:iJIATal
GNS?Ef.liAL
WOEK.
to a red Indian, hence he eats the snake
on certain occasions to acquire them.
~!laving
lately added to our facilities for doing all <.:lasses of work th,tt are required of a cnuntry
llfanv tribes have dances and ceremonies
printing office, we :::;ulicitorders from n.11business men who choose to encourage home enh:rpri:::;c, and
m which the crotalus forms a part. The
guarantee satisfaction
in every particular.
Every job ,vill receive our penmnal attention, and we can do
,mbjoct of the symbo!ism,religious signiGOOD \VORK as cheap :is any printing establishment in the country.
FREE NOTICES
of public
fic:mce, and world-wide use of serpents
occat:iiom, ,,·iJJ !Jc given in the 'fELE:i'HON'E when printing for the same is don\.'! at this office.
in sacred rites is too large and involved
Yours for Prosperity, E. N. CARVER,
Proprietor.
to enter npon in this r,onncction, how•
ever, and I only allnde lO it in order to
say thll-t at the conclusion of these ceremonies, in some instances the snakes are
eate □.
Along- the coast of southern
California, ho'wever, according to Bancroft, all snakes except the rattler were
held to be edible. As for the Piutes
of the Utah basin, whose food supply
was limited, and whose tastes were more
degraded, perhaps. than those of any
other of the native races of North America, they were accustomed to impale the
living sn~ke lengthwise on a stick, and
hold it writhing over tte fire until it wag
broiled. John Jossel 1 n, gent., in one
of his quaint olu books published about
1672, in regard to New England, records
thai the Xew England Indians, "when
weary with traveling." would take up
T h:1ve t.he Largest a11d Br•st stock of
rnttlesnakes with their bare hands, "lay\Vall Paper ever shown in town, cou&isting hold with one hand behind their
i11gof
head, with the other taking hold of theix
tail, and with their teeth tear off the
,kin of their backs and feed upon them
;tlive; which they say refresheth them.'
--XND-MARK, - Gentlemen's Naga.?illC.

Remlnl ■cences

divar,

,, ... _, CaTeer of ZaJ.
Pres,Iden& of Salvador.

Rafael Zaldivar, president of Salva
dor,
·t less resources than his oppo
nent, he late llufino Barrios, presideu,
of Guatemala, has been unex pectedlJ
successful.
As far back as fou1tee1
years ago he was in Germany, when
Duenas, who died in San p'runcisco 1as1
year, sent him on a speclhl mission ai
qhii.rge d' affaires of the Sah•adorian ro
ptiblio. From that time dates his firs1
appearance in the political field, for hrthen gave up his profession, in which hrheld quite a high position, being at the
head of the medical faculty, and devoted
all his attention to politics. After tht
battle of Santa Ana, in which the gov
ernment, represented by Duenas, wa!
defeated by the Lil!erals, led by Gonza
lez, who then became President. ZalJivar had a narrow escape from death
For a few days he had acted as minister,
and had enacted very arbitrary measun'f
against certain mo)leyed men, in ordei
to make both ends meet, which createo
a very strong feeling of resentmeu1
against him. The first reports circulatec
after the above-mentioned battle had
been so favorable to Duenas tha1
a
Te
~eum
was
sung
ir:
the
cathedral
to
thank
GoJ
for the victory obtained by the govern
ment, and firing was indulged in to such
an extent as to kill a woman on thf
plaza (in celebrating national events,
Central
Americans
invarial;Jlv shoo1
someone accidentally),
Zaldivar, whc
attends al ways to pleasure before busi
ness, was celebrating the triumphs o;
his party, when suddenly the Liberal;
appeared in the capital.
He ran out of his hr,use, sure that.ii
caught alive he would be shot immediate
ly, and seeing the French flag waving- on
the top of a rucrchont's he knocked
panting at the front door, and upon being let in, threw himself on the mercy ol
the Freuchman.
:Monsieur Bouiueausuch wad the name of the gentleman-did not hesitate in as&uring him of his
good will. After hiding him he answered personally to the calls of the soldiers who were yelling ferociously in
front of the house, "Death to Zaldivarl
(Que muera Zaldivar!) He told then:
that the ex-~Iinister hall just run out by
the side door, and must then be on hi,
way to the volcano, advising them at the
same time to follow him in that direction if they wanted to capture him.
The soldiers did not wait for any more
explanations,
but started in quest of the
man whom more than half of San Salvador would have been pleas,;d to see
shot. After they had gone kind hearted
Monsieur Boui □ eau sent a good horse
out of town with a servant who had
an order to wait for his friend, and then,
having blackened Zaldivar's face, haud,
and feet, he dressed him like a moyo
(servant) with cotton shirt aud drawers,
barefoote<l, a big broad-brimmed ha·s
aud with a he11vyload of yact,tC' or green
grasa on bis shoulders, the future president
crossed several main streets on his way
to the suburb where the 8ervaut. aud the
horse were waiting for him. Upon reaching them he quickly threw the yacate
aside, jumped 011 the horse, aud disappe!lrccl, leaving a message of eternal
uratitude to his Ravior. In the meau,vhile the soldiers had returned to Mousie.ur Bouineau\s house with an order to
search everywhere, but, it was tno late.
The bird had flown. Zaidivar did not
stop until he reached Costa. Rica, where
he was well received.
He returned to Salvador only to fight
for the presidential chair, which he has
occupied for two terms. Ile was reelected, with some opposition. however,
for a third term, about a year ago. Since
he hds become preside!lt of Salvador he
has aruassed seveml miliions. He is a
married ruAn and has one son and two
grown-up daughters.
He is greatly addicted to pleasure, and will at almost any
time give up business in order to have a
good time. If succes,, however, is the
best recommendation, he can be highly
praised, for h;s career, t!lough eventful,
has been remart.aLle and brilliaut.-Sun
Franci,co Cnll.
An An~ient Watering•Place.
Our many audeut architects should not
forget tliat the modern system of hotels
and apartment-houses on fl vast scale is
mere child's play com pared with the
practice ot the aucie:its i:i the same direction. The recent excavutions of Pompeii
have unearthed some enormous buildings,
of s1:ch beauty and solidity in architecture. such perfect drainage, and such provisior.s for health and comfort, as to fill
all "IIho have been them with ast,,nishment. .These newly discovered buildings contain thirty or forty immensely
spacious apartn..ents on the fir,t floor,
and a9 many on the sec:,,nd. The rooms
looked out ou a rotuu,Ja nearly forty feet
long; courts snpported by columns surround the bedrooms. which opened upon
large ornament,,! gardeus with fountains.
t'rovisions for light rind air we1e made
on the mo,t extensive scale. On the
second fkor were found evidences that
there were fine suites of rooms IJuilt upon
the fl.at plan of to-day. In fact, the
revelations made by the cshumers at
Pompeii show that place to have been
one of the mo~t wonderful wateringplaces for splendor, comfort, hea:th and
enjoyment, and give every evidence that
floor renting-, like many other modern
improvements, is oot a new thing under
the sun.-hoiel
iwg:ster.
Throngh se,·ernl fld:niuistrations the
~ame plate h,1s l,eLn used for the printrn<>
9f vice-presideuthil cards.
No name ex':
::ept ''the vice-pre,,idcnt'' is used bv the
man occnpying th:lt. i,o.,ition, so when a
'.lew person com€s in:o the office he
simply orders uuw c,trds from the old
plate.
•
A bullet travels a mil'-> in three
·-iwG-tenth seconds.

I\Dd

TELEPHONE

NEW CROWN

STEAM PRINTING

Ol~FIC;E

SEWING
MACHINE
Acknowledged to be

BEST!

THE

&c,

Do not make your selection until you
have ~arefully studied the merits of the
NEW CROWN, also the

NEW

FLORENCE

11

Uniting the Lock-stitch and Automatic
Chain-stitch in one machine.
Parties in want of a first class machine
would do well to call on

H. A. BEMIS,
Peru, Me.
AGD!T FOR OXFORD COU~TY.
Terrus Reasonable.

3m9

SPRING STOCK

THE
"BAY
STATE"

ROOM PAPER.
For the Cure of Hidncy

and Li-w·er Ccm•

plaints,
Cotutipation,
an<! all disorders
arisingfrom an impure stata of the BLOOD.
To women who suffer from any of the ills peculiar to their sex it is an unfailing friend. All

Gilt,
Mica,
Satin,
Whits,
Buff
&Brown

Drug~ists. One Dollar a bottle, or address Dr.
Davlu Kennecly,Rondout, N. Y.

Complete
Cure
of Second Lieuternmt Key and wife, of New

Jersey.-The wife of Second Lieutenant Key,
Company G,TliirclNcwJo rseyRegiment, says,
und"r elate Ill arch lst,1&4: "Two years age myself an,.\ husband were ta ken down with malarial fever. After consulting our family physician, and finding no relief, we tried DR..
DAVID K!':XXEDY'S
F.1-YORJTI<]
REJI.IEDY,
and itl~Ascomplctr•lvc nn·<l us oft his disease."

Also. my gencrnl stock of

BLANK
BOOKS
&STATIONERY,

li-<-ercomplaint. I1in:illynsed DR. DAVID
KE:-.NEDY';:, :FAVORITEItE:IH:DY,andinmy
opinion it savtt.l my life. ul~'.J~\:i11cF,ORD."
llrr.Gifforrlis tho )fastt>rllfoclmnioof the Low<:''I rli\"i,ion r•fthe lloston & Lowell Ruill'oad.

SENSU3LE
WIFEa
Mr. W,isltingtun IL :llonroe,of Catskill, N.Y.,

F
ERTi
LIZ
ER.
A

Le.:fcll Bla7ilc0,

CCINSTIPATION
"I bntre,·,,dfrom paralysis of the bowels anll

Fan<:y Good~. Table & Pocket Cntlr.ry.

S WE approach the opening of our fourth

season in the Fertilizer business, we deDRUG·S
&, lvIED1CINES,
sire to call the attention of the Farmers of New
Cllemir•a1~. Dn Stuff of :ti! kinds,
the le:adiug P,ttent Meclic:ines.

sars: "For v:;ars I sutfered from a complaint
ca·aedgravcl. I employed the best mcd.ical
talent without obtaining any help. lllv wit"e
wished me tn trv DR. KENSEDY'SFAVORITE
RE~lEDY.To 11Jeriseher I dic1,nndl state the
result in one,sent1>11Pe:
I am now a -rrellmo.n."

All

England to the increasing popularity of the
"BAY STATE FERTILIZER." The large
and remunerative
crops obtained by its
use, and the consequent increasing clemantl!I
have excee•le«l
our most sanguine
ex•
pectations.
This success has been attained
only by 8trlct adherence
to the most care•
t'ul compounding
of the goods, and usiug
only such material•
as are of real value as

AverillMixedFaint,
P,Liut

Tii-1~sl1eR~

t.\:ic.~::c.

AMPUTATION,.

Plea,<' c:tll and Pxamine 1~1y stor-k of
Mr. A. l. Js,,·ort h. of Port Ewe·1. N .Y,, i-::utfered Roo,u P,Lper. Prrseription work a ~peefor 'l'WEKTY-Fl\'I~ YEAR,; frr,•n a <lisease of i:tlty.
the thigh hone, canc:u~~,t1;y jn)1)Ul'C hl<,od. Ho
finally applier! t,, l',·. J,,•ni,r•d.v, <'f Ronc1out,
l!'UJ
lr;'l
~
N. Y., wleo amputated
t!,e leg 1.car tlse th1gh
joint,. 'l'o
CA:N'TON, ME.
11

d s,
1r~ath an ,;'<.._eynot.

Purifl
the B!ood,
prew,nt
rern,·n of
<l!sr•a8e,

tlms
1 ,e
the
FA VOlaTE ltF:.\l EDY ·wu:.;~~ivc:a,:JnllIUr.El.s·wortb
Hin lhe bloom of he::J· h tolhia day. FAV•

ORITE

PE:-!EDY is nlso a gr,·n~ protf'ction
frorn attack~ t 11flt origina"'"e in cll&nge of life,
i,::en• on~

tf!'

rro "\V011lf'U

\ clin1~tc.

hlllLcD ¥ proves a renl blessing.

Herdsdale

FAVO.f'...!~1£

/

~

Fiarm,

CaH11an~Ms~

PLANT FOOD.

The same care will be exercised and the grade
of the "BAY STATE" kept fully up and improved as science and experience may develop
the best methods. Giveit a fair trial and judge
of the quality by the ·returns you get in
your cro1,s, which is the most reliable
te11t. Hand Books, containing testimonials of
well-knownFarmers throughout New England,
mailed on application. Ask your dealer for the

Look at these Prices.
I3est l'orto Rico :\lolasses.
.40
1.00
1-l 1-2 pounds granulated Sugar,
.I2
1Yhite Oil, per gallon,
.09
Salt Pork, lh.
.09
Lard,
.08
Chicago Salt Beef,
.25
Canned Beef,
.20
Best Rio Coffee,
.50
Bc8t Oolong Tea,
Everything in the :11eatand grocey hue
at Bottom Prices for Cash, of
,J. ::\I. JOHNSO~,

Bay
State
Fertilizer.
MANUFACTUREDBY THE

mark's
Govo
Guano
Go.

CANTON, ME.

HARLOW llLOCK 1

NEW BEDFORD,MASS.

I have, in addition to my stock of

FOR SALE BY
Flour, Groceries, ProvisA.. Packard,
Ca~]ton
ions, Etc.,
B1ee<ling-of A. ,T. C. C. RegiBtCrPCl

JER§EY

-t";ATTLE,

Cot.ton Cloths,
Best. Prints,
Shirtings,

C. U. Flete:hei',
Hartford
E. S. "\Vy1rnrn,
Peru
lDflst Rumfo1:d
A. J. Knight,
V. D. Kimball, Rumford Ctr
KC. Rowe,
Bethel
J. A. Thurston,
~ewry
\Vb \Valker,
"\Vest Peru
II L Poor,
Andover

.5 to 12 c. per yard
5 to 7 c.
7 to 14 c. " "

SPANISH
MERINO
SHEEP, A new stock of small wines and notions.
VvHITECHESTER,
BERKSHIRE,
& SMALLYORKSHIREPIGS,

H. It BURBANK,
CANTON.

ot ull age~ R-1Hlsex,

Bred and For Sale.
C. F'. WILLARD,
::\1,~aufactun·r of aad Dealer in

Boot, Shoe & all kinds

P;f/lfl:Rl'N& JJQXES,
--ALSO--

Laths. Shingles & Pine Lumber.
Round Cheese Cases for sale.
Band sawing clone to onler. Drag plank
for sale.
C. F. WILLARD,
Iyl5
:North Turner, Me.

Coughs Colds, Con\lum [)ti_on,Ast!im~,

1
Sronch1t:s,
&c. Pfirt,esw,shin<>the
Prescnptiao. w1il plca-c11ddress,Hev. E. A. WILSON,194
l:enn St.1_\VHJiamsbur.;:!'.h.N. Y.

A )[utter of Situation.
lf you w;]l stop to retlect, you will see
th,,t the American, as a rule. for~<ikes
the se,,, while the En:.:lisb city builds
d ,se about its banks. 'I'he English city
and the English as a people look out
forever on the sea. "\,\Teturn our backs
to it. For example, look at our Battery,
in Xew York-the. finest sea view in all
the world, this si :e of Naples. Yet the
grass is entirely untrodd-en there, save
b:; a few old British sea captains.
All
natural and proper enough, of course.
The burly isknde:-s were born a race of
seamen. They must live upon the sea,
and so they love it.
"\-Ve have roomy
lands to live upon, and so turn from the
sea.-Jouquin JJ.iller.

Thought He Was Preaching.
A clergyman who is stationed not a
thousand miles south of Rochester told a
story in hi~ sermon the other morning
W.
which, in the opinion of some of his
T.EACIIER OF VOCAL .;\IUSIC.
auditors, req•.1ired considerable faith to
I I have l'ee.rlef<s:.nil ~tanley org-::n whi .·h swallow. 'lhe op:niou was fully shared
T ,ell at reasonable prices; w:inantel1 for by the clergyn,.an'slitttedaughterwho,
ut
.ive ye:u·,. Those in wa11t of an nrgall or the dinner table, l11oked very earnestly
, pi:uw will <.lo,vcll to call on or ad<lre~~ at her father and asked him if the story
1 tl11; above. These organs are well made
was quite true. ''\Vk·, certainly, my
Ii:: evf'ry n:StJf'et. qniek in Hl·Lh>11.
hril!.:rnt child," answered the minister in amaze1in tollf', and voii:ed ,o tliey arr• 1•asy to ment;
"but whv do vou ask me?"
sii1g witl1. Tl1ey am seco11(1to no11e.
"'Oh!'' s:.e responded ve1~yquickly.
"I
1-------didn't know-I
thouQ"ht that maybe
IVI.
you were only preaching. "-Rochester Ex,

E.
TOCONSUMPTIVES.

The advertise~havingbeen permanent!ycured
of t11at d1"cad
di.seam,Conm1mption,
by a simple
remedy,is anxiousto make knownto his f~llowsufferersthe mean~of cure. To &ll who desireit,
he\',ill send a copyof the prescriptionused,(FREE,)
with the directionafor prc_paring
and using the
E!:llle which the;y will find a swe Cu re for

In tile Herat Valley.
Villages in the Herat Valley are carefully protected Ly a mud-wall inclosure,
often strengthened
Ly bricks, with 8
line of defences in addition, and a mudbuilt fort, tower-shaped and loop-holed,
where the chief of the vil-lage usually
dwells. The principal houses are domeshaped, and surrounded by fl.at roofed
buildings for the animal3. A low opening admits to the inclosnre, too low indeed to a.low a rider to pass, so that the
horses are led out to be mounted.
The
ammals are sometimes housed on the
ground floor and their owners above,
lmt generally beasts and their masters
inhabit sepanite dwellings.
The Heratis
are very hospitable. and when inviting
the geologist attached to the British
commission to visit one of their villages,
thC'y began to break down the wall at
the OJJening, that their guest might
enter mounted.
They are much less
reticent rnd solemn than the pure Afghans, with merrier expressions of
conntenance and more exhuberaut spirits.
The Herati hurseman is a rollicking
free-lauc:e, a galla.nt sportsman, and
particularly fond of boar hunting.
The
Turkestan boars arc splendid animals,
and at a short distance look as big as the
country black cattle; while they are so
bold as to enter the enc:.impments by
night, in spite of the lights.
One breed
0f Goar in the Khosk \"alley is said to
have two humps.--.lfew Yo1'k Eveninq
l'ost.

ALLEN,

Canton,

1

i

B. THOMES,
-DEALER

I

IN-

Drugs, ::\Icdieines. llHli:w Remel1ies, Oils.
Paints. Tobacco, Cigars, Coufcctioucry, Toilet Articles. Cutlery, &c.
Ca11toi1, Me.
ly2

I

I

\

(

prts,.
The o'.dcst apothecary shop in Berlin
will celebrate in lt,::;8 its 400th anniversary.
The shor was recently sold fo1
$3. 000. ooo.

IllfJl'!S~EIGNPBll

SUGAR JUMBLES OR COOKIES.Four eggs, well beaten; three cups
of sugar, one and a half cups butter,
CONDUCTED
BYMRS.E.N.C.
two even teaspoonsful of soda, five
Our lady readers who are interested in tablespoonsful of water; flavor with
this department are requested to contribute nutmeg.
They will keep six months.
anything they wish to communicate to
others, and use our $pace to assist house- ROAST SPARE-RIB.-A good way to
k~epers to lighten their burdens and
make home pleasant
roast a spare-rib is to crack the bones
in the middle, fold over and stuff with
YARD OR::-.AMENTATION.
regular turkey dressing; sew it up
Everybody can't aff01d a fountain, a with a stout thread ; put into the
piece of statuary, or even a vase for dripping-pan and put in a coffee-cup
the yard, but it does seetn as if any- of water; sprinkle pepper and salt
body might have a stump.
Suppose over the meat and Jet it cook until
tender and brown
Turn it so that
you get one of those sprnwling,scraggly-roo ed stumps, and put it in your each side will be equally brown.
yard.
Dig faithfully about it until
HAM CAKE.-A
c ..pital way of
the ground i-; well mellowed, then disposing of the remains of a ham and
plant sweet peas, morning glories, make an excellent dish for breakfast
creeping Jenny, calistegias, wild con- is :-Take one pound and a half of
volvulus and nasturtiums to run riot ham, fat and lean together; pound
over the queerly branched ifonged it, or pass it through a sam,age maroots, dig a hole in the top, aud fill it chine; boil a large slice of bread 111
with red petunias.
If the ground is half a pint of milk, and beat it and
rich and mellow, and you keep the the ham well together; add an egg
plants well watered, you will have a beaten up. Put the whole in a mould,
most lovely ornament for your yard and bake a rich brown.
all summer.

~J;lf JG

8

If you have a bit of joist stick it in
the ground, nail a wooden box or
half a nail keg on it, fill the box or
keg with good earth and put in it a
geranium, Drummond phlox, or portulacas; plant vines in the ground to
run up, and in the box to run down;
what do you want of a prettier vase?
If you can have but one flower bed
why do you not have it made in a series of circles or circular terraces rising one above the other? A whole
bed of different colored petunias or
Drummond phlox would be beautiful
arranged in this way. A few yerrs
ago a yard in Lewiston was made
noticeable by its beds of Drummond
phlox.
One bed was a mass of dark
maroon, another of snow white, another of pink, and another of crimson. A terraced bed of phlox of different colors would be a sight never
forgotten, if once seen, and how easily it could be made. Phlox and petunias are especially mentioned for
such planting because their bloom is
longer continued than that of most
plants.
Haven't you sighed for an arbor in
your garden or yard? It isn't an impossibility.
Four or five posts (they
may not even have the bark removed,) set in the ground in the form of
a square or semi-circle can have slats
nailed from post to post to form the
sides. For the roof, the posts may
he connected by slats, serving as a
stringer, and the slats for the roof be
nailed on that. Of co~rse this would
be plain, but it need not look badly,
and anybody that can handle a ham:ner, ax and saw, and has strength
to lift the posts and dig holes, can
make it. Every improvement,
of
course, will make it so much the better looking,but need we let onr homes
stand year after year, without one redeeming touch of beauty, when we
may secure something.of ornamentation at so little cost?
THINGS WORTH REMEMBERING.
That a bag of hot sand !'elieves
neuralgia.
That warm borax water
move dandrnff.

will

re-

That salt should be eaten with nuts
to aid digestion.
That milks which stand
makes bitter butter.

to long

That a hot, strong lemonade taken
at bedtime breaks up a cold.
That fried onions should be boiled
first in milk to be mild and vdorless.
That a little soda water will relieve
sick headache caused by indigestion.
That a cup of strong coffee will remove the odor of onions from the
breath.
That pickles will not keep well in
a jar that has held lard unless well
scalded.
That boiled cabbage 1smuch sweeter when the water is changed in boiling.
That stale meat& may be made
fresh and wholesome by washing in
soda water.

MT. WASHINGTON.

the engine goes behind and puts its
shoulder against the car's bustle, and
pushes her up the road. The cars
are similar to any narrow-guage car,
and carry abcut 40 passengers. Each
car has ;n engine. The engines are
powerful machines.
The boiler is
sloping, so that as •it goes up the
mountain it is nearly level. There
are two sets of cylinders and driving
wheels, so that it is hardly a supposable case that both would break
at the same time, Either will hoid
the engine. There is also a dog that
drops in each round of the ladder, as
fast as the engine goes ahead, and
tbere are breaks and clutches to hold
foe car without the aid of the engine.
As near as anything can be perfectly
safe, this road is. The motive power is got by a huge cog wheel on the
engine which mashes into the "ladder," and so propels the train. In
coming down the engine goes ahead,
and sticks its toe nails and rounds up
its back, and hold back for all it is
worth.
"All aboard !" The passengers take their seats and there is a puff,
a rattle and clatter as the cogs catch
the rounds, and the dog drops in,and
at the first move every passenger
leans forward, grabs the top of the
seat in his front, and raises himself
off the seat, so that if the scats were
upholstered with tissue paper he
would not foll through.
After it little, finding himself not dead, he relaxes his hold and sits back and takes
in the view as the cars era wl up the
mountain's side at le~s than three
miles an hour.-Notes
by the Way.

-vVhew ! I've got back here alive.
If I could have realized enc,ugh on
my frame a few hours ago to have
se;t my remains home,! should have
closed the bargain.
But here I am
as good as new, only my head aches,
there is so much new stuff in it. It is
a very rapitl education up here.
There is a good deal in each lesson,
and v0u can't skip the lessons,either;
you'~e got to keep learning something every day whe;, you travel,
whether you want to or not. I believe if you took a fool and traveled
with him a year that he would know
enough to send to Congress; and, 1.:>y
George, per haps that's the way a
gooJ mr.ny Congressman are rr.ade,
though I never thought of it before.

==========-==-

ANHONORABLE
RECORD.
Phoonix
Insurance
Comp'y
Of Hartford, Conn.

Youtlls'
andBoys'
Time-tried-Fire-tested
-Lar[B
CapitalMen's,
Ample Resources,
Honorable Dealings.
Tile total assei,s of this company now
amount to c,,-er Four l\lillion Dollars,
with a uet surplus of about Eig!1t Hundred Thousand Dollars. The facts aucl
ti o-nres concerning this staunch, old and
p~pular company are very gratifying to
its policy holllers in every part of the
world. The officers are underwriters of
nrnny years ot cxpel"in1ce. and by their
carcfnl and jndicious management have
placed the Pbcenix in the front ranks of
insurance compa11ics doing business in
the United States.
OFFICERS:
H. Kellogg, Pres.
A. W. ,Jillson, V. P.
D. W. C. :3kilson. Sec·y.
Geo. H. Burdick, Asst. Sec,

CLOTHING
Gent's Furnishing Goods,

DRY& FANCY
GOODS
Hats. Caps, Boots & Shoes,

Flour.
Groceries
&Provisions,
Glass, Hardware
Etc. Etc.

Bargains unprecedented a1:e
now being offered in our unn
vall ed stock of Latest Sty le:s
and Newest Fabrics in DRY
GOODS.
Dolmans, Russian
Circulars, Newmarkets and
Pt•lisses. Also a fine line of
Misses' & children's garments

A.S.HATHAWAY,
RBsident
Au:t.
CANTON, l\1E.
Novelty \V ringers only $2.13
Dis::;ton'b ,vood Saw, plate,
frame and rod, only
.6a
Best Cast Sfod Shovels,
only
.60
A .Nice one with D Handle, only
.:iO

RUMFORD
FALLS
--ANDBUQKFlELD

R. R.

Chan[e
ofTime,
InEffect
Sept.
8,'84.
}1ORXING TRAIN .--Lea ~-esCaT.JtOn
4. 1,5;
Buckfield 5.30; connectrng: "·Jtl~ ?· r.
Rly. trains. arriving at Lew1sto113.05 A.
}1..Portlancl 8.35 A.JVL. Boston l.lu P. JU.
PASSENGER 'l'RAIN.-Leavo Cm_1to11
9:45
A. ]'II.· Bnckfo,ld 10.;!0; connectrnp; _with
G. 'l'. 1
R!y. trains arriving at Lewiston
11.35, Portland 12.35, Boston ~-10 P. _M.
RETURNING
trains connect with trarns
on G. T. Rly. leaving Portland 7.85 A.M.
ancl 1.30 P.:M.; Lewiston S.55 A. l'II. and

HOBS,
Forks,
Rakes,
Chains,
Sheet

LeadandZinc,
For less than Living Prices.
'£he best Lantern made, all
modern improvements, only .85
Spring Stock of

AYER'S
PILLSa
A large proportion of the diseases which
cause hulil!lll suffering result frOIU derange•
meut of the stomach, bowels, and liver.
Al'ER'S CATHARTICPILLS act directly upon
these organs, awl are especially designed to
cure the diseases caused by their derangement, inclu<liug Consti_pation,
Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
Headache, Dysentery,
and a host of other ailments, for all ot
which they are a safe, sure, prompt, m,d
pleasant remedy. '.l'he extensive use of these
PILLS by eminent physicians in regular pructice shows unmistakably the estimation iu
whi~h they are held by the medical profession.
These PILLS are C0mJ>..Q'Ulded
of VP,gctal>le
substances only, and are absolutely free from
calomel or any other injurious iugredieut.

DEALERIN

1.5i P. M.

Stage Connections.

At 'iYest Minot for Hebron Academy;
at Buckfield for ,vest Sumner. Chase's
:Mill~ and 'l'urncr; at Canton for Peru,
Dixfield, Mexico. TI11111ford
Falls and the

Wall
Paver,
Paints,
Oils
&Brushes
now on hand, at

H.J.

RANCELEY

DeShon's.

Canton, Sept. S. 1884.

GOING,
GONE
CRAZY!
LIFE

After a good breakfast at the Fabyan House we took a branch of the
with the idea that I can i;ell
Montreal R. H.., called the Base R.
R., to the foot of Mt. Washington.
It was here tha• I began to discoyer
.
.
. J
1 have also bargarns lll Grrn?St.on;'s.
that they didn't build railraods up
window screen wire-the extenswn ,nnhere just for fun. It is six or seven
A Sufferer from Headache writes:
dow screen fits any window - sheep
"AYER'S PILLS are invaluable to me, aud
miles to the base and up grade all the
are n1y constant companion.
I lqtve becu
shears, cow bdls. manure forks-5 and 6
a severe sufferer fro1n Headache, arnl your
way the cars are oper., giving you a
tines,-sted shovels, long and ,;hort hanPILLS are the only thiug I could look to
for relief. One dose will quickly move my
dles. mica axle grease, the Waterville
fine view of the country. It is a poor
bowels anti free my head from pain. Th~y
are the most effective anti ttie easiest physic
stove supplies, churns. plows, barbed
farming country around
here-so
I have ever found. It is a pleasure to rnc to
speak iu their praise, a.nu l al ways do so wire, rakes. steel or wood tooth, hoes of
poor I don't believe there is even a
when occasion offers.
all grades-big, little and long-etc. etc.
W. L. PAGE, of W. L. Page & Bro."
chance to raise the devil. As no one
Franklin St., Richmond,Va., June 3, lb82.
~Everything
in the Hardware line
wants to farm, it don't make mech
"I have used AYER'S PILLS in numberat Hardpan prices.
less iustances as recommended l>y you, and
difforence about the quality ot the
have never known them to fail to accomplish
Yours for Profit,
the desired result. ',Ve constantly keep them
land. The valley and the base of
on hand at our home and priz~ them."-!' a
pleasant, safe, and reliable family med1cme.
A. J. llIARBLE.
Mt. vVashington
is very thickly
FOlt DYSPEPSIA they are invaluable.
J. T. HAYES."
wooded with birch, spruce and heml\Iexia, Texas, June 17, 1882.
The Rr.v. FRANCIS B. HARLOWE, writing
lock. The old mountain is a decepfrom Atlanta!, Ga., says: "For some years
past I have een subject to const1pat10n,
tive cuss. You stand off a few miles
from which in spite of the use of m~,hcines of various kiuds, 1 sutrered increasmg
and look at it, and compare it with
inconvenience, until some n1011ths ago I
other peaks,and you will say at once,
began taking AYER'S PILL~. The,)' have
entirely corrected the costive habit, aJHl
'•You old fraud, you gef all the credhave vastly improved my general health."
AYER's CATIIARTJCPILLS correct irregu•
it, but there are other mountains
larities of the bowels, stimulate the appeI have just receiv~d 50 Open and T?P
right in your neighborhood that are
tite and digestion, and by their prompt and
Carriaaes and can give as good a trade lll
thorough action give tone and vigor to the
full higher than you." But stop a
carriages 'as any one in Maine.
whole physical economy.
moment-watch
that snowy cloud
I'REPARED BV
G. W. JJIOORE,
that is sailing along, way above those
Dr.J.C.Ayer&Co.,Lowell,Mass,
~anton,
JJle.
other peaks.
It goes right over them
Sold by all Druggists.
and you see their tops clear and dis"J~f>the Public:
the wonderful
YOUNG,All experience
tinct under the cloud. Now look at
beneficial effects of
I
have
just retnmed from Boston with
OLD,
ANDAyer's Sarsaparilla.
it as it approaches Mt. vVashington.
my usual assortment of
MIDDLE·
Children with Sore Eyes, Sore
Swiftly it glides along. The old
AGED.Ears, or any scrofulous or syphmountain holds up his head,ancl soon
ilitic taint, may be made healthy and strong
by ita use.
the peak is obscured in the cloud,
Sold by all Druggists; $1, six bottles for si.
and sometimes for hours and somel\Iv friends and cu~tomers will find me
times for days the summit cannot be
T AILO
RING•
at ~y old place, 1vhcreI shall be at the
seen.
service of the public six days in a week,
Arriving at the base of the mounand six only.
tain, we change cars for the top and
•
h
h'
H. M. GLINES.
his s op to 1su 1ace
get into the cars of the Mt. WaFhing- bas moved
.
Wh"
d
Canton, l\Iay 4th.
1tney pon ,_------~-------ton R. R. It is a difficult job to de- of residence at
Canton,
is
ready
to
do Tailorscribe this road except by contrast,or
ing
and
will
do
his
best
to suit CURED,-PEET
illustration.
Let us suppose the old
& CO., 501 Sixth Ave,,
30th Stred, Ne...v York,
Ne,v Me~hod.
customers.
All
work
made
in cor,
Bluff Hill below the Camp Grounrl
Hold.a an,... case with f'a.se and comfort. Rehefat
once.
P;rties
attended
to
and
r~turn
home _the
shop
warranted
to
fit.
Goods
to be about three miles long,ancl runsame day.
Also, Varicocele without surgical
oper'1tion.
Advice
free:
Open
day
and
evening.
by
sample
for
suits.
Cutting
ning up as steep, and at times steepSundays till 2 p. m. Estabbshcd lo years. Book
for
2
cent
stamp
done
at
~hort
notice.
er than that. Suppose the road to
F. RICHARDSON.
be solid rock. Now lay a railroad
For Sale.
track up this hill. Bolt the timbers
Iwillman (FREI.,
About 20 acres of good land in Canton
11tbereclpe fora simand the rails to the solid rock. Tresvillage. For descri~tion inquire of Otis
ple Ve~etable Balm that will BEMOVE Tan 1
Hayford or Frank Rrnhar~son. of Canton
tle the gorges, in places 30 feet high Freck1es, Pirpples and.Blotch.es, lea~mg
-for terms, of the undersigned.
the skin soft, clear af\d beautiful; also ipstruct10m1
and 300 feet long. In the center be- for producing a luxurumt growt_hof h_airon a bald
4t17
E. R. LUCE.
tend or smooth face. Addre8s, mcluding 3c stamp.
New Vineyard. ~lay 1. 1885.
tween the rails lay two wrought iron Ben, Vandelf 8c Co,, 12Barclay St., N. Y.
flanges about four inches apart, with
rounds of wrought iron in them, like
InstockatthcTclcphoneOffice.which
a miniature ladder, the rounds some
•
I
t
•
~ mos
10c
will
be furnished all printed. at Lowest
T
three inches apart.
This is the roadrta rIJl, •
•
• Prices.
Letter Heads, Note Heads, and
To New Subscribers Only.
all kinds business stationery. Send now.
bed. Now the cars go up ahead,and

LAKES.

L. L. Lincoln, Silp't.

INSURANCE
:1.

r

COST

The
Novelty
Wrin[er
for$2.20.MAI1m
Bli1N;
F°'1;E~aC1nrJArJ1
1e11
iUi l!ll J:l
iitJlJUUl 1 1 11,
1

'1J.

-Chartered
bv the Legislature of Maine
~Send for Ci;culars andApplication Blanks

Agents

Wanted.

Home Office, - Goff Block,
.fl UB URN, ~~fE.

W. F. PUTNAM,
Dixfield,

Maine.

l\Ianufactnrer

of

DOORS,
SASR,WINDOW
& DOORFRAMES,
CLAZED WINDOWS.
All kinds moulded aucl plain finish. balusters. Newt-11s.Bracket~.&o.Also chamber and.dinino--room furniture. Chamber
Sets and Extension Table.s a specialty.
Jobbing done promptly.

FINE

HEARSES

-Repa·iring

and Painting

A SPECIAL

TY.

done at short notlce.-

We are preparing to manufacture a lot ot
farm wagons which we shall sell at lowest
cash prices. Please give us a call.

Farin

for Sale.

For Sale Cheap.-My farm in Hartford
known as the Wash. Ford farm. Buildings in good repair; house suitable for two
families. Nearly all the hay can be cut
with a machine. Will sell for $ 1,ooo;onehalt of price can remain on mortgage. For
further particulars address
1Otf
Z. H. NEAL, Brockton, Mass.

Millinery,
Fancy&,
Staple
cooos.

Frank

Richardson
£

R, Up T U R, E

Pl M PLES

Envelopes.
THE TELEPHQNE,

12,000,

-vv.

H.

H. -VVashburu,

dOFFI}[S& dWSK~l'S
Robes d: Linings of all kinds.
specialty of polir,hed and cloth
covered work.

~A

CANTON

MAINE.

Ill. D.

C. B. Bridghan~,

BuckfieldVillaga, Me.
Office

at

Residence,

Where all orders should be left, and his
whereabouts ascertained.
3-9

Salesmen

Wanted!

To solicit orders for the sale of our

NURSERY

STOCK.

Previous experience not necessary. Salary and expenses paid to !he right men the
year round. Address, with stamp,
3m9 H. N. CHASE, Buckfield, Me.

MERCHANTS ~~et

do.ubt~ th<UJ'profi,ta br' b1trodnetng aJtne ot new
i?OOdB,indlBpensablet11aUta.w.Uies,will addx:essfor
fuU_pariiculal:8.
HEALTH
FOOD COM•

PAN\'., No. fll fc.tb. A.voaue

1

New Yod,.

TH E TE LE p H Q N E

I

The Old Mill.
·Two, un de?" she crlea.
now ha ha1 run away, and what wru
Here from the br_owof the hill I look
\ 1 "One to a picnic-party at the ,.,.
"' 1 ,,at
"
unc l e say? Oh, I do wish the do~Thro;sgh a 1attice of boughsand leaves
0
Gorge."
On tht! old "ray mill, with its gambrelroof I I. k·, "
,,
.
catchers had captured him before J
And the moss on its rotting eaves.
,J lIJ , t
O~, can 1 go? exclaimed Ruby, ever unfastened his chain!"
PUBLISHED THURSDAYS, AT
I hear the clatter that jars its walls,
Jumping up from her bowl of bread
"Ruby,'' said her amazed Jover
CANTON, OXFORD CO., ME.
1 and milk.
And the rushing water's sound,
"Jerome Franklin told me "what on earth are you talkin<Tabout?';
0
And J see the black floatsrise and fall
that-"
, 'n-.uhy, ab out Jerry, the red Irish set0~.IO~, ~?R, MAINANDSPRINGSTR:&ETS.
As the wheelgoes slowlyround.
l,
"Hold
I
ie
h
Id
!"
"d
U
ff
on, ass - o on sa1 n- ter, to-be-sure!" said Ruby. "What
cle Ennis. "The other is a proposal of should I be talking about?"
I rode there oftenwhen I was younu
€, N. CA.RYER
•
marriaga.
Mr. Dubarry wants my
"ls that all?" said Safford, with 11
1 or an d Pr opr1etor
• Ed"t
With my g1iston the horse befor::
m==-==s_.
sanction, and all that sort of thing."
great sigh of relief. "Then you maJ
And talked with Nelly, the miller's girl,
As I waitedmy turn at the door.
;& ".Mr. Dubarry, indeed I" said Ruby set your heart at rest. Jerry is safe
'fhe California orange-growers have. ·Andwhile she tossed her ringlets brown,
turning very red.
"A stuffy old pro- enough. I passed little Tommy Eator
discovered a new prooess for removing
And flirted nnd chatted so free,
, . fessor who don't know anything ex- on the mountain-road, a few minutef
all substances that injure the appear- The wheel might stop or the wheel might go'cept about the ruins of Pompeii and ago, bringing him home with a chain
It was all the so.meto me.
ance of their fruit. They put a half
Herculaneum!"
and a rope. It is of the other 'Jerry
bushel or so of dry sawdust in a bar- 'Tis twenty years since lust I stood
"You don't like h1·m. pet?_"
I am Bpeak"
·mg-Jerome
Franklin.
H•
rel and then pour in two or three
Onthe spot where I stand to-day,
. "No, indeed, I don't."
, h as run away, also, with a lot of money
.
boxes of oranges, and turn slowly with And Nellyis wed and the miller is dca.d,
l "Then," said Uncle Ennis, indul- out of Mr. Fordyce's safe."
And the mill and I are gray.
:1. crank.
The fruit comes out as clean
gently, "there is an end of the whole
"Has he?" said Ruby, apparentlJ
Bnt both, till we fall into ruin and wreck,
and bright as a gold dollar. One man
To our fortunesof toil are bound,
thing. Only when my little girl be- very little interested in this secondan
can clean about eighty boxes a day, And the man goes and the stream flowsgins to receive offers of rr.arriage, it piece of information.
"Well, I am n;t
while washing ten boxes is a good
And the wheel moves slowlyround.
gives me a queer sort of feeling."
at all surprised.
I al ways wondered
day's work.
-Thomas Dunn English.
Ruby ate her bowl of bread and where he got the money to pay for sc
milk
silently.
much jewelry. I'm sorry for his pom
A Mr. Crawford, who is a member
"I
wish
they
wouldn't!"
said
she.
mother, though. Are you guite sun
of the Chicago Trades and Labor As--"Some day you'll wish they would," that Jerry is safe, Mr. Saffonl?"
sembly, has made complaint to that
"Let her come to the farm," said old said the old gentleman.
', "Yes, quite," saicl Mr. Safford. "Anc
organization against the action of a
Mr.
Ennis.
"She'll
enjoy
the
blue-bells
And
he
laughed
so
heartily
at
his
now, Ruby, that you cannot go to the
barber shop owner in that city, who
and
the
peach
orch:.rds,
and
the
white
joke
that
Ruby
could
not
but
laugh
Great Gorge picnic with Mr. Frank
rednced hii:;employees' wages 10 per
!in-"
cent. ;ust before he proceeded to ex- clover blossoming along the roadside. also.
"Ilut one thing you must mind, my
"But I wasn't going with him," said
pend $8,000 in "unnecessary display It will be a great deal cheaper than
Newport
and
lJlore
sensible
than
Cape
little
lass,"
he
added
more
gravelyRuby.
"lie asked me, and I said no."
in his shop, even to the extent of imMay."
"let that Jerome Franklin alone."
"With whom, then, are you going?"
bedding 400 solid silver dollars in the.
"Oh. papa, do let me got'' said Ruby,
"Why, Uncle Ennis?" said Ruby,
"With nobody at all," said Ruliy, with
tiles of the floor to adJ to the glUera
c
clasping
her
pink
fin.,O'ers
estatically
earnestly.
h armmg
• pou t , "Nobody has asked
ng show." Mr. Crawford says he
together.
"lfamma,
say
yes."
"He's
a
wild
fellow,"
said
Mr.
Enme."
wants to see the barbers organizing
A year ago, Mr. and Mrs. Aden Ar nis. "These Franklins never any of
And she looked at Harry from undei
for the purpose of opposing such
th em came to good yet."
cher
would
have
considered
this
sort
her
thickly-curling lashes with such a
ateps.
of thing as nothing more nor less than
"Ilut perhaps he will," said Ruby.
laughing, mischievous glance, that he
banishment.
The Misses Archer had
"I wouldn't try the experiment if l promptly followed up his advantage.
'l'he wax plant is now grown on a
never
been
anywhen,
else
than
at
Sarwas
you," said Uncle Ennis.
"Will you go with me, Ruby?" said
arge scale in Algeria, and its product
atoga,
Long
Branch
and
Atlantic
'
And
just
then
Ruby
looked
up
and
he.
1s gradually finding its way into the
City. Ilnt times were altered now. isaw Harry Safford standing in the
And Ruby made him a low courtesy
markets of the world. The process of
The "financial pressure," whatever
doorway.
and ans,yered, demurely:
,eparating the wax is simple. The ]
that might be, had acted very unpleas"l wond<>r,"she thought, ·•if he has
"Yes, please, sir.
Now let us go
fruit, inclosecl in a bag of coarse cloth,
antly on the atmosphere of the Archer heard all we have lleen saying? I and find Jerryl"
ts plunge<l into boiling water, on whose
household.
Euphelia,
the eldest don't like Harry Safford one bit. He
Uncle Ennis was dozing over tht
~urface the substauce soon floats. The
daughter, had jm,t discoYered that Mr. is so precise and dignified, and Polly weekly paper-he
hacl read it twice
wax is of the same chemical composiFontenoy Favrier, to whom she had Twitter says he thinl,s I am a romp. through already, lJut he seemed alwavs
t10n a.<i beeswax, and is likely to be
engaged herself, was not next heir to What business has he to think alJout to regard himself as devoted to liter·atargely used in place of it. It is stated
an English baronetcy, at all, but a de- the matter one way or another?"
ture when he fell as~eep over the
that these wax plan~ may be seen
faulting
clerk tram
Threadneedle
So Ruby rose and went out of the weekly paper-when
Ruby came to
growing wild in Pennsylvania and the
Street, with half a dozen detectives room with the stateliest step that she him with Harry Safford, leading the
Carolinas.
alter him; and Alicia, the seco:1tll {30Uldcommand; and although Harry red Irish setter by its chain.
blossom of the family-tree, ha.cl been waited until nine o'clock, she never
"Ob. uncle, I'm so sorry!" said she,
In the heart of Wyoming Territory
~:mceremoniously deserted by Mr. Dal- 1 came back.
penitentially.
ls a mountain of solid hematite iron las, of the Polo Club.
"I wanted to ask her to go with me
"l am so glad, Mr. Ennis," said
with 600 feet of it above ground, mar;
"If a girl -aw-hasil't
got money, to tile picnic at the Great Gorge," sail1 Harry.
thim a mile wide, and over two mild you know--aw,"
said Mr. Dallas, Harry to Mr. Ennis.
"Do you think
"But I let Jerry out for a run, and
=!i:i .length; a.bed of lignite
coal bi~ "there's no use-aw-in
keeping up she \rjlj__accompany mo'?''
he got away from rue, and little Tum
enough to warm the world for cen, the thing. \Ve ain't like wavens now''\\'elJ, I don't know," said Uncle Eaton brought him back; and please,
turies; eight lake.:1of solid soda, on,') adays, to be fed by-aw-the
prophets. Ennis, looking intently into tile bowl uncle, l'll never disobey you again.
of them over 600 acres in extent awl ,vemnst-aw-have
cash."
of bis pipe. •·I rather gncss, by what But, uncle, that isn't all!" she added,
not less than thirty feet in depth:
"But, mamma," pleaded Ruby, ''you ;;he said, that she calculates to go reddening exquisitely.
mid a petroleum basin which contain$
said I was to come out this winter."
with Jerome Franklin."
"Eh!" said the old gentleman
more oil than Pennsylvania and West
"Child, don't be absurd," said Mrs.
Safford's dark face flnshed.
"What next'?''
Virginia combined, from which in Archer.
"l said yon should be intro"ls he a fit associate for her?" • "T've promised to marry Harry Saff•
places the oil is oozing in natural wells
ducecl into society, if Euphy and Allie said he.
ord."
at the rate of two barrels a day. At were married, but they're not; and 1
":N°o,I don't think he is. But gals
"Hello!" said Mr. Ennis.
"But ]
least, so says the Butte (Montana) In- can't go into !mil-rooms at the Jiead of are queer I" reflectively added Unde thought you disliked Harry Safford?"
ter-Mountain.
a regiment of daughters. What would. Ennis. "Just tell ·em you want 'em
"Oh, no!" cried Ruby, with earnestpeople say?"
to go one way, and see how straight
ness. "Only I was afraid that he disA peculiarly ghastly experiment in
'"lt isn't my fault that they are not they'll start iu the oLher!"
li.k:edme! He calleu me a rompt"
furtherance of the ends of justice, has married," pouted Ruby; "and I t,m so
Harry Safford went away with ,'.
"So I did," confesseu Harry Safford.
been performed in Paris. A chemist tired of the nnrsery. Mamma, can't I heavy heart.
One smile would have •·But you are the dearest little romp in
named Kel is charged with having go to Atlantic City witt you?"
made him happy, and she had not eveu the world, and I love you better than
1
murdered his female servant, wh@
•·Certainly not.!" s:,id Mrs. Atcher. vouchsafed liirn that.
any one else in existence!"
mysteriously disappeared some months "And mind. Rubina, if any one aslrn
.But the next morning there came
So Ruby wns married to Judge Safago, and disposed of her body by burn- you how old you are, you must ay six news that .Tecome Frnnldin hacl disap- ford's son, arnl the two elder :Miss Ar8
ing it in a stove. He says that the teen."
peared most unexpectedly, and so had chers were forced to confess that "our
lltove in question is much too small
'"Why?" cried Huby, with open a considcral.Jle sum ont of tho safes of Httle sister" had Jed off the marriage
to be put to such a purpose. To proye brown eyes of astonishment.
"But 1 Fordyce & Fordyce, in who.,e lea:al minuet with distinguished success.
that it is not so, the prosecution, hav- was seventeen last uirthday!"
chambers he officiated in the capacity
"But only to think," said Ruby, "of
ing had a fac-simile made of the stove,
"There's no sense in your growing of clerk.
his being je:1.lousof Jerome Franklin!
asked for and obtained an order from ~p_so fastt" pronounced Mrs. Archer,
And the fir~t thought that flashed How silly men are, to-lJe-sure'.!"-Jieleu
a Juge d'lnstruction,
which
was 1rntably.
into Harry Safford's mind was:
b'orre1,t C:c!=r=a=·1~==~=~·======
sanctioned by the Prefect of Police,
"How can I help it'?" said Ruby, al-·/
"Now I can ask Rt_1by_
Arcbr.r to go
'lhc Study of Fing·er Nails,
for a dead body from one of the hoss most ready to cry.
"1 can't put a t o th
· e G reat Gorge 1•1cn:cwit.h me!"
Phrenology and chiromancv have
pitals. In possession of this corpse, stone on my head, c;m I?"
A ud yet Harry Safford was net nnre
J
" h th
long ago become established branches
they proceeded to cut it up into pieces,
"There are the girls to consider," seI11s -'ln most rmm.
of pseud0-science, and books and
and fed the stove, which they had · said Mrs. Arclier, sorrowfully.
,~ Just within the cool shadows of the pamphlets on these subjects :ire withlighted, with the fragments.
The rE"How are they to be bettered by my ,!..nnis ,voods .he found Ruby hers.lf, in the reach of everybodv.
There is,
sult, so far as it went, was in confil, te lling lies about my age?" retorted h er h a t hanging down her back, her
J
tresses all disheveled, her blue eYes however, a ne-w bn1.0ch of the curious
mation of the theory of the prosecu- Ruby.
tion In a surprisingly short time the
i\..nd then her mother told her to drenched in tears.
•
n::eth ods of physical research into phy\;}
"
.;
~
whole body was consumed, and nothing holll her ton,,o-ueand n~t speak a ~ai·n
"\Vhy, Rub"!" he cried. "\:V'h:it 1-8 Isical cbaraetcr, whictt is as yet very
0
the matter?"
ittle developed. It is tl1e studv of the
remained but a few ashes. It is ob- until she was spoken to.
Dn~n-nails, the shape and c·ulor of
vious, however, that the proof thus
I
So that olu Uncle Ennis' offer was . " 've lost him!" sobbed Ruby, clasp• whic'n are s:tid to indicate certain
afforded of the possibility of the dis, truly welcome when it cam(', anll mg
her hamls despairingly. II e's gom !"
posal of a body in the manner aUegod merry little Ruby was like a lamb let
A sudden chlll seemed to gripe poor traits of charnc:er.
:Finger-nails, acby the prosecution, can only
be loose upon the hills that sloped clown Harry's heart.
Had she then lov,•d c•ir cling to lhe experts of the new fad,
:material if the positive links in the to the blue tides of the majestic Con- his rival so well? Were they actually if. long an<!slemler, denote imagination
engage<l?
a nd poetic feelings, love of art, and
chain of circumstantial
evidence necticut River.
against the prisoner are all of them
She tore her climpied brown fingers
"And it's all my own fault, toot" laziness; if ll)ng and !lat, they are the
thoroughly strong.
with
blackberry-briers;
she rifleu continued Ruby, with a frc~h burst of th e sign of prut!C'ncc. good sense, and
"Uncle ·warned mo how it grave mental faculties;
lf wide and
T ll c ::.-ew York Tribune avers that birtls'-nests for additions to her callee- tears.
He warned me againss short, of :rnr,er and n,cleness, contro"the custom ol appointing 11narbor da5 tion of eggs; she romped like a chi.Id, would be.
devoted to the planting of trees no\\ whistled like a boy, until all of a sud- having anything to d1>wlth hiiu. But versy, :incl ol,strnacv: a healtlJv color
preevo.ilsin ei3ht S10.tes,and it is proba•
11~:l'Lh, happiness,
L1 that other S,..ites wiil follow the good den she was recalled to the facts of I wontahave my own way. And now cigniOes virtue,
I am rightly punished.
He"s goner con rage, an<l libuali1y; dry and brittle
example set by these. Inde.:?d, some real life.
such provis;on :for propagating tree!
She had come in from the blackbeayJerry has run away!"
nails are sig:is of aDl,e,-, cruelty, quar•
should be adopted in every State, al- fields all sunbrowncd ant! happy, her
•·Ruby, for heaven',, ,,;ike do not rd ' culminating
eve:i in rnnrder;
though it is most necessary in the so
curve,\ in the shape oe claws, hypocricalled treeless regions. l,ew York it- cherry lips stained with the purple speak thus!" said poor 11:Lrry.
"Ent I can't, help it!" \\'aile,l RubY. sy anll wic'.,edness; soft, fepiJleness of
self, once so rich in magnificent forests, dyes of the fruit, to find Uncle Ennis
as we have have frequently shown, i~ poring -intently over a couple of let-.
"Diel you then love him 80 well?" body and miml; aml, lastly we arc told
now lleing rapidly recluced to a condi- ters.
th at short nai!s. gnawed down to the
llitterly demanded the yon:vr man.
tion of nudity. Nor is the <lestructioc
"Well,
little
oB.e,''
said
he,
"what
do
"Didn't
care
a
s:rnp
,ttout
liirnr'
flcsb,
signify stElness md dissipation.
~f trees confined to the region of the
Adiron<lack~, although it is most notice- you think? Here are two surprises for: cried Ruby. "Dut. nncle tolrl me to j The surest 11o:'.ti;~tl appn:nt.m..,.:ir ;.
able there. It has been going on in lolet him alone, and I disol;eyed.
And j -d.isa:p;:ointment.
calities where it has directly affected thf l'OU!"
i.nterests of the farmers."
,

v
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Worse Than Firearms.
The ed_itor of an Omaha paper, ln
commentmg on several cases in that
city where children died from the effects
of ~aking cough syrup containing morphia, remarks that opiates, poisons and
narcotics are more dan "erous tllan firsarms. :Mothers shoul<l"'note this and:
furthermore that dir'fernnt Hoards of
Health, after maldng careful analyses:
have certified that the only purely vege,
table preparation of this kind, and one
that is in every way harmless, promp~
and effective, is Red Star Cough Cure.
Mayor Latrobe of Baltimore, and th~
Commissioner of Health, have publiclJ1
endorsed this valuable discovery.
A Russian Fable.
A grisly Wolf cc~;ied off a sheep from
the fold into a retirda nook in the forest
-not
from hospitality, one may"well
suppose. The glutton tore the skin off
the poor_sheep and began devouring it·
~o greedily that the bones cracked under
~ts teeth. But, in spite of its rapacity'
it could not eat 1t all up, so it set asid~
.w~at remained over for supper, and then,
lymg down close by it, cuddled itself together at its ease, aft er the succulent repaSt.

But, see, the smell of the banquet has
attracted its near neighbor. a yo:rng
~~ouse. . Between the mossy tufts and
hillocks it has crept; has seized a morsel
of me~t and has run oJI quickly to its
home rn a hollow tree. Perceiving the
theft, our W ol~ begins to ~owl through
the forest, cry1ng: "Police! Robbery I
Stop thief! I'm ruined ! I've been robbed
of ever_ything I ])ossessed !"
D.'!licatc

Discn.ses

of either sex, however induced, speedily,·
thoroughly and permanently cm·ed Compllcatedand o~stinate cases of bloodtaints,
ulcers, obst1:ucs:ons,unnatural discharges,,
exhausted vitality, premature dedine ncF·i1
vous, mental, and organic debility v'aricocele, hydrocele,diseases of prostrat:i gland
kidneysand bladder, piles, fistulus and rup'.•
ture, all per1;11a_uentl_y
cured. Staff of twelve
expe1:t specialists m constant attendance,
const1tu_tmgtlie most comJJleteorganization
of med:cal and surgical skill in America.
Send history of cnse and a<.lclress
for illus-•
trated pamphlet of particulars. 1Vorld'sDis-,
pensary Medical Arnoc:iation,Buffalo, N. Y.'
A very curious article of export was'
recently made t:> New Zealand. It consisted of a consiament of "bumble
bees." At present cl~ver does not "seed"
in that country, thotwh it arows readily •:
because it is believed1hcrc" are no bum~,
ble bees to ferti!ize the flowers. The
importer hopes to remcdv this difficulty·
by the introduction of bumble bees· but
why this latter instead of the more' useful honey bee, our imformant omits ta
state.
Dro,vsiness

in the D1ty-time

anl~ss~used by lack of sleep or from overoatmg, !S a sympt9m ot' disease. If it be acc~mpa.medby g,-ueraldel.Jility,headache,loss
of appetite, coated tongue and sallow com10 xwn,. rou may be sure you are sutt'oring•
E;>
trom biliousness and conse1uent derano-ement of the stomach and bowels. Dr Pio{·ce'<.
:•PJeas~t Purga~ive_l'ellets" are a ~ure cm.;;;
,or ull ailments ot tlus nature. They cleanse
,end purify the bloodand relieYetile digeotive
organs.
Europe has a total area of 3,700,000
square miles; the United 8tates 3,t03,884.
, When aJl so-calledremediesfail, Dr. Sage's.. ,
.,

Catarrh hemedy cures.

A Maineteamster says: "I can start the
most obstinatehor,e bJ takin" him out of the
shnits un<llcudinghim a.roundin a circleuntil
he is giddy."
. 1110 AndrewsPnrlorFoldiugBeds;.eceive
the
highest co1nrn?ndat1on ,,d1eruver
w3ed, in Hotels, m Bo:.rdmgHoases und l.'ri,•,1te
Familr08.
Keelc1°s,83 to 91 vVushin!!tonsLreet,Bostoo.
P1·ese.1·ver.
H rou, ore J...ife
losing you,· grip on life, try

lleulth Renewer." Goes dir·cot to
weak spots. _______
_
l\I1rnsl!~'s P::i:PTONIZED
BEEF TONIC,
the only
preparation of beef conticiniu•·its entire nu/ritious properlies. It contain~ blootl-mal<ln"
!orce generatingand life-sustainingpropertie;
mva!ua~lefor in,ligestion,dyspepsia,nervou.~
prostratrnn,a.nd all forms of .;eneraldebilit;;
also,rn all en fee bled conditions,whether the
result of cxJi:ws_tion,
nervous('ro·stration,
overworkor acnto disease, particu1arly if resultin"'
frompulmonarycompla.iuts.Caswell, Hazard&
Wt-1.s

Co., }_->roprietorti, New Yol'k. Sold by druggists..
Pret.t.y
Women.

Lndies who would retain freshne/ls nnd
vivacity. Don't fa.ii to try "Wells' Healto
Renewer.'
SKIN

--------DrSEASES.-"BEESON's

ARo;\rATIC

ALTJ:ilf SULl'HUR SoAP,"
cures Tctle:. Snit
Hlicnm, Ringwonn,
Sores, Pirnples all itchincr
Ski_n Eruptions.
25 cents by Drng~ists, or by

mm!.

Wm. Drcydop11cl,
l'hila<lelphia,Pu.
]Jfi})Ol.'f:t.lJ.T,.

'\Vltcn you vtsi_t or l~a v1~.l\"'u,vYorkclty, save- ba~!?agc.

t•X}m's...:ug-(·:1ml ~;~ cani:1~~c hir", nrnl slop at the Gt'and

U1!~on Jlotel. opposite 1lrnnd Central
UO t•leuant

roums,

lltted

tl<'l).')l.

up at a co:-;t 0i' one mill Ion

dol1ars, $1 and up,va.rd pe!' day.

Eu:op ~:..1.n
p:t\ll.

};le-

\'nfo:·. ltc!>tanrunt supplied with tll1• Liest. ilor:_;;ec,trs.
E-tages and clevnted railiMHI to :,II li<"•otj.
l"arnllic:3

nm live better for less money nt th~ Gm.nu Umon
Hotel tha11_ut tlllY ntl1er ttrst.-clas~ hctel iu rlie cit?.
F'o~i JUTES for advertising

in this paj1cr, apply to tbe

Publ1•ber.
• •• •
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Often manifest themselves in the spring months.
Eruptions, such as hives, pimples and boils, salt,,
rheum, scrofula or other affections caused by impU1'...
ity or low state of the blood, a.re cured bv Hood'e
Ba.reapariUa. It PurificR, vitalizes, and enriehcs tho!
blood, a.nd gives renewed strength to the whole body.'
rry this spring medicine ancl blood purifier.
"I wa.c;for some time troubled wjth UoHs1 JutvinrP
~everal of them at a time. Aftorc!ldurinp; a.!i out a.ll{
~ould hez.r 1n suffcrinrr. I too" Hood's f:t.1rrsar,ar;Ua..
Four or fi'rn bottles cnt~rcJ'., cared m~, and I h~"·o
lia.d no symptoms of the retur11 of the bvils. "-E. N.
NIGH'.rING.ALE.
Quincy, 1Uass.
"Last spriug I wa.s. troubled with boils.
Two bottles 0f Hov<l's Sarsaparilla. cured me, aud I recommend it to others trouhled with atl'tctions of th<t
blood." -,J. SCHOCH.Peoria. I!L
•·r snJieredwith boils 5 years. Rood's Sarsaparilla
cured me."-R. M. LANil, Pittsburg. Pa..

Hood's SarsapariUa
Sold by all dra~tdsts.
$1; six for $5. J.Ic1.dftonly b~
O. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecari~s, Lowcli, Mass.

A00 Dos~s __
!)ne

Dollar

)
\

THE STORYOF A CANCER. CLIPPINGS

FOR THE CURIOUS.

PUNISHMENTSIN COREA.

1

FOR THE FARM AND HOXE.

Health
or Pli:s,
One million dollars of silver coin
A Country
vVhere Thieves
in
.A.good pig will often gain a pound
weigh 58,920.9 pounds avoirdupoi'.l.
Office are Beheaded.
per day until it is eight or ten months
The pine tree, says an authority,
old. At this age it will weigh more
M •
--rnrves as a refurre for more th au 4oo I Seven Classes of Criminals and Three
than a full-grown man or woman. An
arxymg Happily After Losing an Arm 5pecies of insects.
I
I
Methods of Flogging Prisoners.
animal making such great increase in
Onlyto Meet with a Fatal Accident,I
• It is a belief of the Buddhists of
weight must have good digestion; to
Ceylon that if a woman behaves herA Japanese paper prints the follow- insure this the pig must be fed light
General Grant's illness recalled to a
5elf properly, she will eventually be- ing descriptive sketch of Corean punfood whi:e young, and a portion of it
New York doctor the touching histocome a man.
ishments, by a gentleman of Tsushima, should be succulent. There is no betry of a very attractive young lady
In some German cities a bell is plac- who resided in that country for several
ter combination for growing healthy
who was well known in New York
society at the close of the war. Hav- ~d above the public receptacles for the years:
pork and good fruit than to pasture
"The punishments are divided into
pigs in orchards. With the grass and
ing gr:ciduated from Bellevue hospital dead, and the hand of the corpse fustened to the rope, so that it may be seven classes: decapitation on the high- fallen fruit thus obtained should be
in the spring of 1864, he says in the
1
way. simple death, the exposure of the given enough grain to keep the animal
World: I was invited, about a month rung by the chance victim of buria
criminal's head to the public, exile,
Lefore death.
after that event to he present at the
.
.
flogging, confinement, and confiscation growing. At six or eight months old
operation fc.r the removal of the left I A botamcal phenomenon was wit- of property.
The first two punish- pigs designed to be fattened may be
1
st
th
arm of a young ·lady living at No 11 aessed la season on e shore _of ~o- men ts are, according to the established given as much grain as they can well
East Twenty-ninth street, the only doSt Santos bay, Lower California, custom, only permissible after the sen- digest; but sows for breeding had betdallghtor Of a res1.d en t prac t·t·
and tence has been rev10we
.
d b y th e K"mg; ter be kept growing until thelr full
1 10ner where an apple tree blossomed
.
.
now dead, Dr. John Tuttle. Quite a bore large perfect fnut on its trunk, but the extraordinary course is some- size is made.-Cultivator.
. .
un inch from the gronntl.
b
num er of young physicians were
times followed of executing the senImproving
an orchard,
there, and they, as well as their seniors,
The Colosseum at Rome had a seat- tence first, and making the usual repWhen an orchard ill in a very bad
were struck with the remarkable bean- ing capacity of over 87,000. The resentation as to the crime to the King condition it may !)e greatly improved
ty, both in face and form, of the young buildi_ng. having !he g:eate st . seatin~ afterward. Provincial magistrates, as with a moderate outlay, if, after givlady, as well as her wonderful self- capacity m th e Umted btates 18 Madi- well as governors of sm~ll towns,have ing it a good pruning, the land is
possession. She even wanted to sea son Square Gard en in New York. It this power over the lives of the people, given a heavy dressing of ground
the instruments that were to be used has accommodations for 8443 persons.
and in consequence bribery and illegal bone and ashes, or muriate of pota'lh.
upon her and to be told their uses.
The present reigning dynasty of punishment prevail to an incredible When ashes cannot be obtained, muThe injury had occurred through the Japan dates back 2546 years, and is con- degree.
All death punishments are riate of potash may be made to take
fall of a saddlc-horsf.l on which she siderecl the oldest in the world. The executed in the months of September its place. One ton of bone and forty
was riding while at her country home records of J'apan are accurately pre- and October. On one occasion, when bushels of wood ashes, or 500 pounds
at Rye the summer before.
The 3erved for that time. A.11the nations a petty official was to be beheaded on of muriate of potash should be applied
bruise developed an encephaloid tumor oow called civilized, without exception, the highway for pe;;1:1lation,the official to each acre, spreading it broadcast on
in the arm, and the entire arm was :iave had their beginning since then.
who had pronounced the judgment the surface. If fruit be the object,
skillfully removed by the celebratetl
In Ceylon, we are assured on fairly left the scene of the execution before when the grass is in blossom it should
Dr. James R. "Wood. In ten days she 5ood authority, that when it is desired the sentence was consummated, as if be rolled down with a heavy roller,
was about the house, singing like a ~orestore the lustre to pearls, which are afraid of the horrible sight, and the and permitted to remain as a mulch for
bird, and that summer enjoyed in ap• fable to deteriorate by age, the pearls executioner in the attempt to behead the trees. This not only keeps the
parently perfect health all the delights are allowed to be swallowed by chick- the criminal cut deeply into a large ground well covered but it causes the
of emanci1,ation from school life, hav- ~ns. The fowls, with this precious bone in the man's rnft shoulder, and I grass to come up the next spring quite
ing just graduated from Rutgers with liet, are then killetl and the pearls re- could only extricate the blade by plac- 1 thin, and thus the grass roots are lesshigh honors. The following yeargained in a white and lustrous state.
ing his foot on the body, while the un- ened, giving the roots of the trees a
April 24, 1865-she was married to
It appears that apples and .:arraways fortunate victim was shrieking with better chancti to grow.
one of the young surgeons who had were formerly always eaten together; pain. After repeated efforts the head
been captivated by her beituty and her !lncl it is said they are still served up at length fell to the ground.
The
Feeding
calves.
brains, for she possessed both to an :>nparticular days at Trinity College, crnninals sentenced to exile are transCalves should be fed often and with
unusual degree. ·without fear or care Cnmbriclge, England.
'rhis practice ported either to some uninhabited rea~,onable moderation. A little and
for the future she went on her bridal :s probalJly a1lmletl to by ,Justice Shal- islands or io the small isles in the ju- often shoultl be the rule. Better calves
tour to Europe, spending the spring .ow in Shakespeare's "Henry IV.," I risdiction of Chol-1;1-duor Ham-gyong• 1 can be reared by l.sand feeding than by
and early summer on horseback and when he speaks of eating "a last year's do, to which crimi~als w_eretran~port- sucking t~e cows, and the cows are
by coasting steamers among the very ;>ippin, with a dish of carraways."
ed from very ancient tunes.
T~ere I better for 1t. The best method of rea~romantic mountains and seacoast of
========:::,,
are three different methods offJoggmg. ing calvt-s ls as follows: As soon as it
Spain, winning her way everywhere
Fascination of th e Oc~an's Berl. .
The simplest process is to beat the is dried it should be taken from the
by her beauty and wit, special enter"I have been a submarine diver tor criminal with slender sticks, held in cow and put in a comfortable pen by
tainments l.Jeing arranged for her both :wenty-five years," said a middle-aged, both hands.
The staff-boating, or itself. In three or four hours the cow
by the courteous officers at Gibraltar
nan to th e reporter, ''a nd in th at time ' flo.7ging tho back of the criminal with iE milked and the milk given to the
and by the young uava l oillicers of an !lave touched bottom. in almost all J two thick sticlrs, is a more pamful c...1lf·, a little milk is dipped b.v the
English squadron that chanced to :i_uarters of th e world."
pu,,ishment, a.nd in aine ca,,e,,.7ro.i, of fingers into the mouth and the fingers
meet the party at Barcelona, and ev"You have no doubt seen many j ten the criminal dies. The third pro- put in the calf's mouth; the head
erywhere receiving th!lt marked atten- ;trange sig_bts," was ~emarked._
every part of is coaxed down into the milk, and
1 cess consists in heating
tion which she seemed born to comhave m d ee~ .said _th e diver. 1 I the body without intermission, so that with the fingers in the calf's ~outh
mand. She continued through Swit- ~hmk th e most 1D .ere st mg part of a I even the most stoutly built man snf- spread a little apart, to permit the
•
R uss1a
• an d ;liver's work is to watch the movement ferin!!~ this punishment is maimad, if 1n 1·11,
wrland and Germany mto
~ -to flow between them, the calf
,hen baclr through Germany to Paris,
~nd habits of th e fishes. They will, he does not actually die afterward. If will easily suck the milk. .After a few
ihere to get a trousseau and secure a ,elclom if ever attack a man in armor, ' the punishment accorded to misde- times the calf will learn to drink; it
&harks are especially cowardly. I~ meanors with the professerl object of should be fetl every four hours, which
passage home. And here comes in
:he sad part of the ~tory. The steam- fOU sidle off, as i.C afraid, they will correcting the futnre conduct of the. is as long as the cow should go with• h t- follow you up and and perhaps give offender:; be so severe., we can safely out milkin!!_ for the first four days.
er had a tempestuous voyage of e1g
een days. J.n the midst of a hurri- rou trouble; but if you act boldly they assert that the real purpose of Corean After the fourth day the milk should
.
punishments is to kill the offender. be saved gradually and skimmeu, and
iane the young lady attempted to go will flee from you,"
:m the upper deck. She fell, crushed
"It is remarkable how nearly hke I There are no ,leflnitll periods of con- tho skimmed milk warmed to 90 deaer hip, was confined to her berth for burn:.n beings fishes are when in their , flnement establi ,hell; the prisoner is grees for the calf, feeding three times
fettered and supplied with a day. After two months the calr
che last nine days and was una ble own element. Some appear highly often
even to see the beautiful harbor of the intelligent and some stupid. Their I scanty food only to await death in his should be used to take a very little
Confiscation extends to real a9 cornmeal and bran mixed.
Three
~ity she loved so well. Arriving Jan. eyes are wonderful; they are, for the cell.
most
part,
so
full
of
intelligence.
Ocw<::11
as
moval.,le
property,
antl,
in
con•
quarts
of
milk
at
one
feed
is
quite
th
1866 th
I
l,
,
e very
day sheat would
she had
for a calf.-New Yorl, 1.'imes.
tcokecl
forward
Lo when
be currences are constantly happening sequence, when one member of a fam- enouah
~
receiving the congratulations of her which are either startling or ludicrous. ily is sentenced to this punishment all
ln 1857 I was at work on the old the rest are compelled to starve. Pun•
friends, she was taken in an ambu·
"'f.ield of' a Five
A.ere Fa.1·n1.
,Prof. L. B. Arnold, who lives
lance to the house of Dr. James I~
.,. Spanish frigate San Pedro, sunk in , ishments are reduced several degrees
Wood, where a consultation was held. 1812 in the bay of Cumina, on the ;, according to the amount of the bribe~ within three miie3 of Rochester, f owns
fl
Another encepbaluid was fcund to Spanish main. She was said to have , presented to the flnliorclinate omcials, a.nd cultivates ::i, liLtle farm .o
f Ave
acres. These five acres dProt . · l·'
rnave developed itself and all b.upe was carried a million dollars in doubloons, ; who confiscate the property of others,
f
winch
was
to
be
used
in
paying
the
not
in
vindication
of
the
law,
but
or
nold
says,
could
be
ma
e
o
y1e
u
andoned.
Yet
such
was
her
vitali•
h
1-.r
ab
soldiers. She took fire in the bay, ' their own selfish purposes. ~Jany peo- him ( so we learn by t e ,., ew
ty and cheerful courage amid untold
t th
h
)
d - ·
L t
blew up and sunk. vVe worked on ple have lost all their proper y roug
En_cil,and Farmer
a goo 11vmg. as
agon,,J that she not only lived for six her for eight months. vVe saw great unjust judgmen t s of th e au•th on·t·ies, year the corn gave h.1m 'IP
"'65; h"1s p otato
months, but buoyed up the rest of the
I
·
h
t
nt:.mbers of fish here. The jewfish, es. and are wandering about in poverty. crop yielderl but $35, because t e po afam ily with her inspiring words and.
I
b
l
cl
I
tl
'·b
'rh
t
oceeds
ecially, paid us great attention. They I Even th_is may e pare one_· w ien _rn toes were scau y. . e ne pr
manne r. This is the history of one of P
d
t
.., 6 99
Th
f
were
eight or ten feet long, and they· accused has really comm1tte cer ain of 40 hens werr..,, 9 . .
e acre o
nd
the many forms o( cancer a shows would come up and look us squarely I crimes; bnt persons who have made newly-set raspberries gave him $115;
I
t·
(l,
d th
1 op
now insidious is their progress and
in the face with their great eyes. They fortunes by tlieir own exer 10ns, or the root crop "'60, an
e app e er
I
now fatal in the end. In this young
h
·
·
1
b
t
·
1
11
th·
h
dds
from
never offered to harm us, and we al- who do not allow t e1r ne1g 1 ors o $180. Bes1Les a
1s e a
lady 's case ever_ything was don_e-_even
t
f
t
7~
tl
f
1·ttl
·
mes
ways gave them all the room they ! sharp their wealth, are no un requen - $50 to $ v wor 1 o
1
o mco
a large cradle was made a nd rn it she wanted.
The smaller fish would ly 8ummonecl on false charges and sen- from the garden, fruit crop, bees, etc.

Hovv a Young
Suffered

New-York
and Died.

Belle

I

.Renovating

Old Pastures.

A Monroe County, N. Y., farmer
says: "There is a great difference in
the quality of grasses, even the same
kinds, on different soils. The richer
the soil the more nutritious
the
grasses. When once a pasture becomes
deteriorated it is hard work to bring
it back to fertility; still, it can be done.
·when low bushes and weeds have
made considerable growth I pull these
up and burn them, scattering the
ashes on the pasture.
Ashes spread
on a pasture in the sprin_g soon after
the snow is gone is one of the best
and cheapest fertilizers for pastures.
It pays to spread barnyard manure on
the poor spots of a pasture.
I have
seen pastures ·brought to a good stato
by top-dressings of ashes, bonedust or
compost early in the spring; then
latter on, when pasture is scant, feeding the cows with ~horts daily; the
shorts more than pay for their extra
expense by an increse in milk and the
droppings which go to enrich the pasture. The feeding of oil cake, gr,..ia
or roots on the land is an excellent
way to manure permanent pasture.
of course the ploughing in of green'
crops, or green manuring as it is
called, has son1e advantage over the
feeding of crops on the lan.d, as by
this means the whole crop is returned
to the soil.
Green manuring
is
especially adapted to light, sandy soils,
which need humus w increase their
retentive power, but it i:i profitably
practiced also on heavy soil. The
green crops shoultl, if possible, be
ploughed in about the time of flowering. Among the plants most often
grown for green manuring are white
mustard, rye, buck wheat, common
clover, cowpeas, &c. A neighbor of
mine had good luck with some poor
pasture land which he ploughed up
and manured with woo,l ashe~ and
barnyard manure, the latter well rotted.
He planted potatoes and got a fair
yield the first year. The second year
he seeded down to the grass and it set
well and was free from weeds."
Recipes,

Beef for Roasting.-If
your bt>ef
for roasting does not se~m as tender
as it ought to be, it may be improved
in this way. Put the meat in a
tureen, mix salt, pepper, two table/ spoonfuls of chopperl parsley, four
?sliced onions, the juice of half a
lemon, two bay-leaves, and four table•
spoonfuls of sweet oil; put half of
the mixture under the meat and half
over it. Cover the tureen and let the;
meat remain in it for two days in
winter and eighteen hours in summer.
Boiled Pudding.-Half
a pint ot
chopped beef suet; same amount of
grated bread and same quantity of
washed currant~ ; mix with two
tablespoonfuls of sugar, a teaspoonful
of lemon peel, saltspoonful of salt
and same of grated nutmeg; whip up
two eggs with half a pint of milk;
work the mixture to a light paste;
scald a few small pudding cloth~
wring them out, flour them ancl tie a
small portion of the mixture in each1
plunge them into boiling water, boil
quickly half an hour, turn them out,
on a hot dish, dust sugar over tbem,
and serve with the following sauce f
Melt an ounce of butter, aLld twc
tablespoonfuls
of powdered sugar,
teaspoonful
of grated lemon-peeL
pinch of nutmeg.
'1.'urnip Soup.-At
eight o'clock in
the morning put into your soup pot a
shin or half a shin of beef, if the
animal was a very large one. To ons
gallon of water peel and cut inta
oieces four large rnta-baga turnipe'
;nd two large carrots. Have these
vegetables ready to put in with th6
beef by ten o'clock for a two o'clock
dinner. Season with pepper and salt.
was rocked for twunty-fcur hours at a swim all around us and never seemed: tenced to confiscation. Therefore rich This account does not include cow Let all simmer slowly together, aad
tl·n1e. Aclcled to this 11assive motion, to be in the least timid.
'I peop1e are a1ways compe 11ecl to br1·oe f ood 111
· tl 1e 1··orm of g rass , fodder··, when the vegetables are perfectly don6
sedatl ·ve treatment in the form of
the
r,ove
nors"
use , and tender, take them out, and mash
"I think that the corals present the
.,
r
••
corn, et c., f or summer a nd ,,,inter
,
morpll ia, belladonna, hyoscyamus lup•
t·
to enoucrh to keep one cow them smooth with an iron spoon.
most beautiful sight which greets th€
The Ilriilc's Bfacuits.
amonn mg
o
Ull·n and even chloroforrn v.-as fn:ely
h If th
All this makes ~600 Return them to the soup pot in their
eye of the diver. Coral, for the most
"l see, dear, that you are getting
a
e year.
'
"'
mashed state, and add a handful of
made use of int.he Yain attempt to re- !)art is found in clear water, which, along well with your househoid du- from the five acres. He keeps but one
celery cut into small pieces, and stir
ll·eve the 1·ntense paroxyisms of pain.
I
d
t
l·
h lly on tl1e soilinlY sy·stem
makes it seem the more beautiful. 1 1 ties," said a youn~ huslJan_ ~ 11s cow w. o
o
•
all well together. If too thick, add a;
Tllo Hat as a l'ariy lladge.
once went down near the silver reef I wife, holding up a piece of b1scu1t and there being not a rod of pa 3t ure on little water, which should be boiling.
It is noticed that. more soft hats ar':l in the West Indies. It is of solid looking at it critically.
t':le place. The cow is a very prufi\ If too thin, thicken with mashed Irish
now seen in ·washington than ever be- coral and about fifty miles in extent, I "Oh,goody," she exclaimed. "lam so able m~mber ?~the concern.' -~nd 1 potatoes.
A half-pound of canned
• the b.1scu1
·t . George.
• "
re,ihze the
fore. "Why is it that Democrats have
The coral grows from the bottom glau you like
, men with fam11' ies would
.
b
tomatoes
is
a great improvement; or a
redilection for soft and the n.epub- like great trees, the trunks being
"Yes," he replied, "you are getting 'I value of such an ammal, an<1 cou'11 e- handful of dried ones, put on with thG
1
a·caus
p
• 0119 ot" t .1e
•
alon:::
but," he continued, ''allow lievr. tha_t a co,,_vanl_lp:isture_ a_re no~. tlrst vegetables, answers just as well.
for stiff hats M
n,n- sometimes four or fl ve feet in d1ameter.
:~,,,ell·,
,
ll
•
Ptlt some necessarily
msepa1 able, far more This soup can be made of white tursolved psychological problems, 1rnt t,10 The boughs, branches and twigs exact- me to offer a suggcst1011.
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WEST SUMNER, May 25, 1885.
My Dear Sir.-I notice in your last issue of the TELE~
PHONE an article headed, "An Ex-:(-):planation,'' written by C. R. Davis,
PUBLISHED THURSDAYS,AT
in which he claims to give facts. He
CANTON,
OXFORD CO., ME.
says he hesitated to take my brother
By doing your spring
until after talking
OFFICE
COR. MAIN&. SPRING STS. as an apprentice
with "his pRrents and brother, Dr.
Bi~bee of Sumner."
My parents
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
state that they had no talk whatever
One copy, on<:)year,
$r.50.
with Mr. Davis in regard to the mat---vVITH--If paid one year in advance, $1.25. ter, knowing nothing of the arrangement until it was settled. For mySarne rates for 3 or 6 months.
self, will say that C. R. Davis never
~~o paper discontinued
until all ar- mentioned
the subject to me, and
rearages are paid, except at the option of
when apprised of the fact by my brothe publisher.
ther, that he had agreed to pay said Good Yard Wide Sheeting,
Papers promptly discontinued at expiraDavis one hundred dollars for learntior, of the time paid for when so ordered ;
ing dentistry, I censured him, con- Lockwood Yard Wide Sheeting,
otherwise they will be continued.
sidering it an exorbitant price.
As
':
40-inch
''
1 Printed Lawns
regar?s C. R. D~vis' he!itancy,
28 inches wide
submit the follow111g, which I copy
.
,
'
verbatim from a certificate now in Best Prmts,
my possession :
I. N. CAiV'ER,
Editor & Proprietor..

lltt ltltpltont.

Associcdions.

LADIES,
Savo
Money
!

Mr. Editor;

RURAL

Assoc1ATION.-Olis Hay•

btPROYE~IE'-T

ford, Pres.; E. 'N".Carver, Sec. Chairmen of Com.
mittccs :- On Trees and Ornamcntation 1 Chas. H.
Gilbert; On Highways, Z. E. Gilbert;
On Drainage, ..-\... L. Stanwood.
CA"!'.T0:"1 REFORM

trading in

CLVB,-1-!

N. Can-er, Vice Prt::s.

.. A.

Ellis, Pres.; E.
every other Sunday

l\Ieding

at 3.30P, ell.
F. & A. M.-\Vhitney Lmlge, No. 167. II.J. De.
Shon, ,v. M.: \,V. H. II. \Vashburn, S. Thursday

Dry 1'.fancy Coods

on or before full moon.

R. A. CHAYTER.-J.S. l\fendall, I-I. P.; D. Brad•
ford, S. l\fonday on or before full moon.
I. 0. O. F.-Anasagunticook

Lodge, ~o. 32. H.

C. Ellis, N. G.; II. A. Ellis, Sec. \Vcdnesday.

CANTON E~cAMrMENT.-No.
39. T, S. J\fcndall,
C. P.; ll. Swett, S. First and third f?riday.

L. A. MOULTON
& CO,J
Mc.FALLS.

G. A, ll.-John A. Hodge Post, No.

5 cents.
6 "

7
5
5

Thursday,
May
28,1885.
MEMORIAL

DAY.

In acco~dance with Rules and Regulatic;ms, May 30th will be observed as Memorial Day. As defined by resolution of the
Eighteenth
Annual Encampment,
it will
be kept sacred to the memory of our heroic dead. Let no idle men-y-making
mar
its consecrated hours.
Twenty years have passed since our last
Grand Review.
The death roll of years
has added tens of thousands to the hair million graves we left behind.
The daily tolling bell, the freshly knotted crape, the
muffied drum, the slow and solemn pro•
cession, tell how fast our comrades join
the silent ranks above.
One by one a gallant leader languishes
upon his couch of pain, and over myriad6
of homes the death angel hovers darkly.
Hallowed be the day that brings such solem thoughts as these.
Our comrades sleep well. No tear can
disturb their profound slumber; no perfume of flowers make their rest more sweet.
But whenever Memorial Day is observed
there rises a higher ideal of American valor, a holier care for the men who saved
the Union.
Let Posts of the Grand Army everywhere assemble.
Enlist all loyal hearts
in an observance of the day. Lei the women and children be invited.
Let'<',II who
reverence the flag unite in the ministration
ofloyalty and affection.
The custom of inviting the clergy to hold memorial service es
on the Sunday preceeding Memorial Day
i, again commended, and comrades should
feel it a privilege and duty to attend.
\Vhere there are no graves to gathe1·
around, as on the far frontier, memorial
Eervices mav still be held. Where there
are no flowers to wreathe, there still re~
mains that perfect flower of Freedom-the
Red, White and Blue. Above each patriot's grave may its benedictions fall.
.
The flowcrb <,f love are immortal.
Be 1t
~;;;•---~"te-c~cri~h
them in ou,- heartG and let
their fragrance fill onr lives.
BY C0'.\1:\1A:KD OF JOHN s. KOUNTZ,
Commander-in- Chief.
vV. W. ALCORX, Adjutant Gelleral.
OUR HIGHWAYS.
~ow that the season for planting
trees has passed, and we sc.:e such
grand results coming from the agitation of the question '· How can we
best improve our village," let us turn
our attention for the present to the
condition of public ways. Are the
streets in our village in a state of repair that reflects cre<lit upon our town
officers or the pub! ic spirit of our citizens? Are they not in a condition
that call forth expressions 0f regret
and shame from every loyal citizen,
and are even dangerous to travders
in many places. Thc:re is not a single avenue of approach to our village
that for one half mile from the postorlice, is in decent condition. The5e
are plain facts that cannot be denied.
and we speak of them not in a faultfinding spirit, as the responsibility is
not wholly with any official or individual.
\Ve will say the public is
to be blamed.
Aud who is the public? You, and I, and our neighbors.
vVe are to blame for allowing such
things to pass unnoticed when it. is
our duty to provide means for repairs.
Our town has voted to buy a road
machine, but for some reason we cannot explain no machine has been pure hascJ yet, and the one that has been
in town for a ye:u or so has hardly
been fairly tested on the highways.
\,Vould it not be a good idea to hire
the use of the r0ad machine for a few
days, and turnpike every street in tlie
village?
It can be done with the
amount of money usually expended
in ·carting dirt to fill up the numerous
puddles and washouts, the work only
to be undone by the first smart shower. There may have been a time
when such methods were the 1,est
available, but it appears like down•
right foolishness in the present day
to adopt such a course.
It has been said by a person competent to judge, that the four highway district;; centering i1: the _village
could buy the road machine with this
year's hio-hwav monev, hire a crew
to han<lle° it ,~ith th; balance, and
make better roads tha11 ever before
with the entire amount expended in
tht- old way. This is a very plausil)le ~tatement, when considered, and
let us see to it that something of this
kind is d,)ne.

being of good character and high moral ,vorth.
The two years he has been with me he has evinced
good ability and attained to greater proficiency than
mo!'.,;t!'.,;tt1dentsin the same length of time. Any favor you can render him "·ill he highly appreciated

by

Yours Very Truly,
C.R.

DAVIS,

D. D,

S.

It seems by the above that in Sept.
'83, :ny brother had been with friend
Davis two years, and "evinced good
ability, and attained to greater pro•
ficiency than most students in the
same length of time. March 29th,
1884, he had found him to bt a good
and faithful workman.
Could <lo
nice work an<l he says: "I can
cheerfully recommend him to all in
need of !1is services;" but in his article :,.1ay20th, '85, the actual time
was.five months; he knows nothing
about his workmanship, and a great
injustice has been done him, (Davis).
Knowing that the readers of the
TELEPHOJ\'Ecan very easily solve this
conundrum I leave it for them to
judge as regards the motive of the
article "An Explanati01~," also to
whom injustice is done.
C. M. BISBEE, M. D.

A:fr. Editor; Dear Sir.-I
;,ee in
your paper, the CA::-.ToNTELEPHONe,
reading like this from C. R. Davis:
"I gave this certificate to E. L. Bisbee onlv atter the earnest solicitation
of Mr. Bishee and his •father Daniel
Bisbee', and gave it not because of
any skill which I knew him to possess," ttc. 1'v1yson wrote in one of
his letters, asking me when I saw
Davis to ask him to give him a little
writing of recommendation, as he did
not think to take any. I told Davis
what my son said and he sat clown
very willingly, and as his Writing
says ·'very cheerfully," without any
earnest solicitation whatever, and
wrote word for word what is in the
bills. Then he said 1Ir. Bisbee came
to him wanting him to take him as
an apprentice, and he hesitated. The
facts are he went i;-; to Davis' office
and while he was in there he told
Davis that he was going to study
medicine with his (Bisbee's) brother,
and that I know was what he was
intending to do. D.wis says, ••\,Vhy
not come in here and learn dentistry,
there is so much more money to be
made in that way than practicing
medicine;" and told him how well
he had done, etc. ; ancl he conclu:lcd
to try that. If there was any hesitancy at all ,m his part, why <lid he
first propose the idea. And furthermore he says, after talking with his
parents and Dr. Bisbee he concluded
to take him. He positively knows
that he never had anv talk with either
of his parents, or l1is brother, about
taking him. I have no recollection
of ever speaking to the gentleman till
after our son had been there a while,
then I called in and had an introduction tc, him. I know the Doctor
(Doctor Bisbee) knew nothing of it
till a J"te1·he commencer! his work
there, I wrote him about it. I "vas
satisfied he would not think favorable
of bis being thcre, and I certainly did
not.
1'IR. A::-,olvfos. DANIEL BISBEE.

MO'fll&~ON

~

DRC"NKARD-MAKER.

Not only the words of the prophet,
"vVoe unto him that giveth his neighbor
drink," but the words of Christ when he
said:
V1hoso shall offend (cause to commit offense) one of these little ones, that
believe in me, it were belt.or for him that
a mill stone were hanged about his neck,
and that he were drowned in the depths
of the sea. To entice youth from every
home is one of the su1weme efforts of the
liqnor vender of our day. It is true of the
so•called respectable dealers, that they are
sinners, even above the drunkards.
They
are the men who know better.
They are
the men who si11 against the whole light
of plain duty, ~eially
if he be an intelligent .American citizen trained in the
church;
such a man takes pains not to
know or think what ruin he is bringing
on souls, on society.
Let Cbristi:111 society reward him as worthy only of reprobation.-Rcv.
Dr. Barrows, Chicago.
The following patents were granted to
citizens of Maine, bearing date May 19,
'85. Reported expressly for t~is paper by
Louis Bagger & Co., Mechamcal Experts
and Solicitors of Patents, \Vashington, D.
C. Advice free.
Abbott, P. J-, Dexter, flooringclamp,
Bailey, G. L., Portland, dumb bell,
Hall, A. W., Presque Isle, firekindler.
Hutchins, Lewis, Corinna, tenoning and boring machine,
Moore, f. P., Gardiner, bed,
Sargent, J-I. C .. Machias, Hame,
Smith, J- A., Turner, sweat and
chafe pad fastening,

317,959
3r8,078

317,999
318,282
318,039
318,317

OurClubL'st
I

Co~binatfon prlce
with ou: p~pcr.
Both Pcnodi~lsfor

1 00 .American Artisan, Chicago....... •m 2 Ui
l 50 Americ!LilFarmer, Baltimore ..••• m 2 75
1 00
5 00
4 00
2 00
1 50
3 00
1 00
2 00
1 50
4 00
2 50
l 50
400
2 00
1 75
3 00
2 50
4 00
4 00
3 00
3 00

Leader;

"

tor. Services, 11 A. M. Sabbath school following

2

P. l\.'.L

CA"1TON
DRIV1NG
FREE

at

BAPTIST

AssocIATION.-J. W. Thomp.
Sec. and Treas.

W.J. Twort, Pas-

CnuRCH.-Rev.

Social servict:s Sunday and Tuesday evenings
at 7.30.
B.\PTIST
CHURCH.-Rev. W. H. S. Ventres, Pas.
to,·. Services II A. M. Sabbath school following
at 1 2. Social services Sunday and Thursday even.
ings at 7.30.
12.

YOUNG

PEOPLES'

GUILD.-Rev,

W.

J,

Twort,

Supt. Every other Monday evening at Grange Hall.

col}

\VINNIPEG, May 23.
A Humboldt dispatch says:
A scouting party of the Toronto
body guards left here three days ago,
and after a long chase captured Chief
White Cap and some of his band.
They were brought into camp and
placed under guard, awaiting orders
from General Middleton.
White
Cap's brother, and a scout named
Peter McDonald, assisted in following up the trail.
Col. Nathaniel Woods, the oldest
resident of Farmington, died, Tues•
LITTLE
ARCADE MUSIC STORE,
day morning,aged 95 years 5 months.
Spring St., Canton, ~le.,
He was the father of Solomon R.
vVoods of the S. A. Wood Mowing
Machine Co.,of New York and Boston. Col. Woods was in the militia
From the best makers.
Also Instruments,
Shec•t Music, Books, service in the war of 1812 and was
and Musical Mdse of all kinds,
Old In- prominent in local affairs in his day.

C. F. TOWLE,

PIANOS
& ORGANS,

struments
taken in exchange
for new
ones. Violin strings a specialty.
Orchestra music furnished.
From my musical
experience I can 1irnkc fl. great Fnv;ng-for
my customen;.
G. F. 'rOWLE.

5th OPENll1jC
--OF--

At Middle Darn, Sunday,Chase of
Holyoke Mass.,a well known sports,nan,slipped from a log into the lake
and broke his leg. A steamer was
sent up the lake to Rangeley, where
two physicians were obtained, they
happening to be fishing there Chase
wili have to stay in the wilderness for
a long time.

q MILLINERY~

The clothing store of Richards &
Merrill of Lewiston, was broken and
entrred Saturday nig-ht. An entrance
was gained by breaking a window in
the rear of the store. The thieves
secured about $50 worth of hats, furnil-hing goods and cheap jewelry.
No arrests.

---AKD-'-

--AT--

Abbie

Bi~l1\.n.eU's,

The night expre&s on the ]\fount
Vernon and Pan Handle route was
l3lue Store, (Up Stairs) Canton.
thrown from the track near 1vlount
Vernon, Saturday night, the smoker
and one passenger car leaving the
track and plunging into a stream. Of
of Farmington,
the 25 passengers no one was killed.
All the mules were hoisted from
the Pennsylvama colliery Satm:day,
On the above named date I shall open and it looks as though the strike
to the public a large Jot of Snrnmer l\Iil- whereby seven hundred men are
li11ery. comprising
a variety of sa111pl~ rna<le idle, will continue a long time.
trimmed Hats and Bonnets.

C;.

MISSROSAA BEANi

CALL AND SEE THEM,

CLAIRVOYANT

..

.American Fa11nor, Ft. Wayne .... .m
American Field, N. Y. &: Chicago. .'If
Art .Amateur, N. Y .................
m
Arthur's Home Magazine, Phila .. .m
Brainard's :r.Ius,calWorld.......... m
Breeders' Gazette, Chicago...... ... w
Breeder's Jour. <HerefordCattle)... m
Call, Phila., Humorous & Litemry.w
Christian Herald, N. Y., Ill~1strated.w
Current (The\ Chicago, Literary ... w
Every Other S;.t'day,Boston, Literary
Farmers' Review, Chicago.......... w
Forest&St;ream.N.Y ..............
w
Godoy's Lady's Book, Phila ...... . m
Golden Argosv, N. Y., Lite,·ary .... w
GoWenDavs. Phila., YoungPeople.w
Graphic, N. Y., Illustrated ......... w
Harper's Monthly, N. Y............
m
Harper's Weekly or Bazar, N. Y ... .w
Hearthstone, Pili/a., Fiction ....... w
Homiletic Monthly, N. Y ..... ...... m

Vegetable
Con1pound.

4
2
2
3
2
3

7o
90
60
65
20
40

FEMALE WEAKNESSES,
Will Onre when Everything Else Fails,
Prepared according to directions g-iven clairvoy:mtly, hy Ec1D1A 0. HINES, CA:NTON, ME., to
whom all letters of inquiry or orders should be ad-

dressed. PRICE PER BOTTLE, 75 cts,

4 60

3 ~O

2 !::!? The sub~cribers

hereby 0 ive public notice that
they have :.:s.sociated themsclves together as co-partners in the business of manufacturing
tools, fine
machinery, watches, clocks and jewe:lr)', aud carrying on the general business of je-,velers, at Canton,
.:\laine, under the firm name and style of Lucas &
Bishop, to co11ti11uefor the term of One year from
Xov. r, 1884, unless sooner dissolved by mutual
consent.
CHARLES H. LlJCAS,
MELVI:-.L. BISHOP.
Dated at Canton, )fov. r, 183{.
3tiS

4
3
2
3
3

'"
25
75
90
~5

3

+~
g

~
WOur two esteemed contempo0
3 65
rarie$ at Paris and Norway, have de- ~ ~g
3 00 Ledger, N. Y., Fiction ..............
w 3 91)
voted con!,,ider~ble editorial space 3 00 Lippincott's Mn"a.zine,Phila ..... . m 3 ~Q
2 00 1\Innnfacturer &Builder. N. Y...... m 2 'D
lately to advertising each other's busi- l 00 National Car Builder, N. Y ....... .m 2 30
2 00 National Free Press, Washington . .w 2 90
75 National Presbyterian .............
m 1 85
ness methods, subscription lists, call3 00 New York Weekly, N. Y., Fiction .. w 3 90
ing pet names, etc., in which the big 5 00 North .American Review, N. Y .... .m 5 70
2 00 Northwestern ll.Iiller,Minneapolis.m 315
I and the little u has been very no- 1 50 Our LittleOnes(OliverOptic,EditorJm 2 ~~
2 00 Peck's Sun, Hmnorous.. .........•..
w 3 D
ticeable.
Now they have fallen to 2 00 Peterson's Magazine, Pldla ....... .m 3 og
2 00 Phrenological Journal, N. Y . ...... m 3 lo
bragging of the pretty things and big 5 00 Popular Science l\fonthly, N. Y ... .m 5 65
Poultry World, Hartford ........ .. m 2 35
things and old things each office pos- l2 25
00 Practical Farmer, N. Y ..... .•...... w 2 65
sesses superior· to the other. How 2 00 Prairie Farmer, Chicago........... w 2 !iO
Puck, N. Y., Illustrated & Humor .. w 5 50
silly! They remind us of tbe tw0 lit- 52 00
50 Religio•Philo. Jour., Spfritualist. .. w 3 65
3
00
Sttturday Night. l'hi-la., Fiction .... w 3 90
tle boys at pla_v:-"We've
got some50 South & Wost, St. Louis, Agrio.... m 1 SO
thing you hain't; we've got a big dog 1 50 Southern Cultivator, Atlanta ..... .m 2 80
3 60
up to our house, and ·Jie's cross and 215050 SundayMoga.z!ue,Talmage,Ed.itor.m
St. Louis ll!,igazine, Litemry . ..... m 2 4(1
growls at folks," '·\Veil, I don't care 2 50rTexas Si.itings,Humorous .......... w 3 40
if _you have ; we've got l1 great big
ram that knocked the mini,,ter right
D~. Pierson's
Clairvoyant
Vegetable
over the other day.
Compound for sale by Nathan Reynolds.

}~~~n';.X~lii;~Ji~n:
·Bostm::::
::~

3-20

Co-Partnership
Notice

2 ~O

4 0
4 ~O

French Gns, a noted burglar, has
been arrested in New York for two
recent burglaries.
Ile has confessed.

A POSITIVECURE FOR ALL

2 00

5 7~

A tank of boiling lard exploded in
a packing house in New York Saturday, killing one man an<l seriously
injuring three :-nore.
The boiler on steamer John Greenaway exploded at Syracuse, N. Y.,
Saturday, killing the captain and injuring the engineer.

Dr. A. L. PIERSON'S

0

I

Thompson,

FIFTH
SEASON
ASTRIMMER.

A hio-h mandarin of China, in his letter
of than"'ks to Dr. Ayer tor having 111troduced Ayer's Pills into the Celestial Empire, called them "Sweet Curin~ Seeds"a very appropriate name ! They are sweet,
ther cure, and are therefore
the most
pro litable '"seeds" a sick man can invest
in.
Subscrtptlon price
of each periodical
named below. ... ,;;,,:;;...;;.;,;~.;;.;=

,v.

son, Pres.; :M:.Peabody,

WW e can save from 10 cents to

WOE TO THE

BAND.-J.

"

$r .oo for our patrons who are now
taking other newspapers, periodicals,
or magazines, or wish to s•ibscribe
for any they do ·not now have. Our
official reference list embraces nearly
all the leading daily, weekly, monthly and quarterly publications in America, as well as ID<tnY foreign periodicals, and by paying your subscription to us we can save yon the trouble
and risk of remitting and a little cash
besides. You get the quickest returns by ordering at the TELEPHONE
Office, Canton, Me.
tf

THO)lPSON's

C. F. Oldham, Sec. Saturday.
P. o,· IL-Canton Grange, Ko. 110. J. S. Men.
dall, Master; A. T. Reynolds, Sec. Last Saturday
of each month,

Ladies' Jerseys, .62, .75, 1.00, 1.50, 2.00 and 2.25. Misses
and Children's Jerseys in black, blue, brown and cardinal.
[@'Come down and do your trading with us.

&8 ~-

L.

).!.

"

Special Bargains in Dress Coods.

CA,.,TO::<,
J\IAlNE.Sept. 17, '83.

To wlzom it may c9ncern :-This is to certify that
I take pleasure in recommending E. L. Bisbee as

71.

lVIeands, P. C.; R. Swett, Q.: ~1. 'I'hird Tuesday.

The convention of agricultural colleges and experimental stations will
be held in \Vashington July 8th.
The reported uprising in Central
Africa is pronounced false in every
particular.
Gen. Grant was free from pain and
happy on :Monday.
Can.ton.

~.J:arkc-t.

Corrected Every Wednesday,
RETAIL.

RETAIL.

Beans .... qt. 7 to. 1O1Flour,St.L.
5.50
ou1~
? Wheat ........ $1.001 " Pat.6.oo to 6.75
75 ''
6.oo to 7.00
And exchange
them for soap, as our Corn .............
Rye ...........
, 1 00 Middlings ...... r.45
team will collect ashes and deliver soap. Oats............
, O1Graham, per lb. 04
Hulled corn deliv.ered fi;ir 8 cts. per quart, Barley..............
So Beef, canned ....
30
every other Sat. rn Canton and Gilbert• Bran..........
1 25 " fresh, 10 to 18
ville. 6m.13 Hutchinson & Knowlton.
Meal. ...........
70 " corned,8 to ro
Cotton seed m'l r 60 Pork, salt .......
IO
Hou§eS
to
Rent.
Kerosene oil .... ro! ." fresh •• 8 to I2
,
" Water white 13 F1sh,dry cod
05
One situated at Canton .P0int, :thin1t3.4 mile fr~m
" f
h d t o6
Gilbertville, known as the D. C. B1itk stand. Also· Lard·····
• • • • • • • • IOI
res co S O •
one at my farm one mile· from· the Point.. Teni,s ..-J\,fol.asseo... 33 to 4.'i ". dry po'k •·· ... o4
reasonable. Eithe1·would be good location for sum. ,Sugar, gran.
8 On10ns • • • • • • • • • .04
mer residence. Addre~s, I. A. !Et,,LTS; •
• ". ex.coffee..
.07
WHOLESALE.
:t\20
Canto,, Point, Me.. Sa!ej-atus .... 5 to o8 Beans, white ... r 60
Raisins .... 12 to 17 Yellow eyes .. r.75
Tea, Japan,
30 to SS Apples, dried lb 05
" Oolong 30 to S.5Round hog, .... 06
Coffee, Rio, 15 to 20Butter ......
rS to .20
Printed nt the 'l'ELEPIIONE Office.
" Java, 25 to 30Cheese ...........
rr
Lime,
1 50 Eggs .............
13
Try the Telephone 2 mos.-10 els. Cement,
2 20.Potatoes,
... 40 to .45

Save Y

Ashes

W BUSINESS
STATIONERY

f'

./

